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ABSTRACT
Polar Spectrum Coding is a novel speech coding
algorithm for narrowband voice communications.

A polar

Fourier transform of the signal is computed, and the
magnitude and phase of the speech spectrum is encoded for
transmission.

The correlation between frames of speech

signals is exploited to minimize the transmission rate
required for intelligible speech.

At the receiver, the

encoded words are decoded and the spectrum reconstructed.

An

inverse Fourier transform is performed, and the result is the
reconstructed speech waveform.
Polar Spectrum Coding theory is explained.

The

sensitivities of various parameters on performance are
explored, and performance in the presence of channel noise is
measured.

Directions for future research in the realm of

Polar Spectrum Coding is suggested.
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GLOSSARY
Center frequency.
The center frequency is the frequency
bin at which the center of the magnitude corrector
is positioned.
If the magnitude corrector has an even
number of frequency bins, then the center frequency is
defined as the closest frequency bin below the center
of the magnitude corrector.
Corrector.
A corrector is a group of data bits that
represents the change that will be made to the reference
spectrum of the next frame to cause it to be different
from the reference spectrum of the present frame.
In the case of a single corrector per frame, the
corrector is made to be as close as possible to the
error spectrum.
In the case of multiple correctors in
each frame, the summation of the correctors in a frame
is made to be as close as possible to the error
spectrum.
Error magnitude spectrum.
The difference between a signal
magnitude spectrum and a reference magnitude spectrum is
the error magnitude spectrum.
Frequency bin.
A frequency bin is a discrete frequency
component of a spectrum.
Gain.

The gain of a magnitude corrector is the magnitude of
the magnitude corrector at its maximum magnitude.

Highest phase bin.
The highest phase bin is the value of the
phase of the highest frequency bin of the spectrum.
Lowest phase bin.
The lowest phase bin is the value of the
phase of the lowest frequency bin of the spectrum.
Magnitude corrector. A magnitude corrector is the magnitude
portion of a corrector.
Magnitude corrector sign.
Each magnitude corrector must
either add to or subtract from the reference magnitude
spectrum of the present frame to shape the reference
magnitude spectrum of the next frame.
The magnitude
corrector sign determ~n es which operation is performed.

xii

Phase bin.
Each frequency bin of a spectrum has an
associated phase value.
Each frequency bin, as it
relates to phase, is called a phase bin. An FFT of a
signal provides a discrete number of frequency bins.
The phase value of a particular frequency bin is the
value of the phase bin.
Reference magnitude spectrum.
The synthesized speech
spectrum of each frame is the reference magnitude
spectrum. There is one reference magnitude spectrum for
each signal frame.
Shape.
The envelope of the corrector is its shape.
For
example, a tr i angular corrector has its highest (or
lowest) magnitude at its center frequency.
Signal frame.
A group of successive quantized samples of a
speech signal is a signal frame.
In most speech
processing literature, the number of samples in a frame
is designated by N.
PSC is performed on one signal
frame of a speech signal at a time.
Start frequency.
The start frequency is the frequency bin at
which the lowest frequency bin of the magnitude
corrector is positioned.
Width.
The width of a magnitude corrector is the number of
frequency bins that the magnitude corrector spans,
including the frequency bins at both ends of the
magnitude corrector. The width is a measure of the
bandwidth of the corrector.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Speech coding is the process of encoding a speech
signal with a minimum number of bits to be transmitted
o ver a channel (and hence the transmission rate), and
decoding the received bits into a reconstructed speech
signal.

There are two primary goals in narrowband speech

coding, and a particular coding system might serve to
realize either or both goals.

The first goal is to

mi n imize the transmission rate required for a given
minimum speech intelligibility or speaker recognizability
threshold.

The second goal is to maximize the

intelligibility or speaker recognizability for a given
transmission rate.

Although many speech coding algorithms

attempt to reach both primary goals, often the emphasis is
on one of the goals.
The constraints of low tranmission rate and high
voice quality are conflicting requirements.

The quality

of the signal can be as high as desired, provided that the
bandwidth required is of no concern.

Conversely, the

tr a nsmission rate can be lowered to any arbitrarily low
value at the expense of speech quality.
Polar Spectrum Coding (PSC) is aimed at minimizing
the transmission rate required for intelligible speech. To
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this end, attempts are made to expose the most important
information contained in a speech signal.

The critical

information is then efficiently encoded for narrowband
communications.

Irrelevancy and redundancy in a signal

provide opportunities for bandwidth compression (Jayant
and Noll 1984, 16).

Irrelevancy in a signal is the

information contained in the signal that is imperceptible
to the intended receiver (usually a person in the case of
speech).

Irrelevancy can be eliminated from the signal

without any perceptible degradation to the signal.
Redundancy in a signal by definition contains no new
information, but might be important to the perception of
the signal.

Therefore, redundancy in a signal should be

preserved; but it is not necessary to transmit the
redundancy itself.

The goal of PSC, therefore, is to

throw out the irrelevancy of a signal and efficiently
encode the redundancy such that the required transmission
rate is minimized while the critical components of the
signal are preserved.

PSC is shown to be a speech coding algorithm that
has the potential of delivering narrowband speech
communication efficiently.

The quality of the speech

obtained depends on the allowable tranmission bit rate,
but a summary of current PSC performance is as follows.
transmission rate of 1000 bits per second gives
intelligible but severely degraded speech.

Individual

A
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words are often difficult to pick out without the benefit
of surrounding words for clarity.

At 4800 bits ? er

second, individual words are much clearer; and PSC
provides synthetic quality speech.

Communication quality

speech is obtained at 9600 bits per second.
Chapter 2 compares several common speech processing
algorithms in use today.

These range from simple to

complex, require from low to high bit rates, and provide
from synthetic to broadcast quality speech.

Various

performance measures for the algorithms are discussed.
Chapter 3 details the theory behind PSC.

Design tradeoffs

are discussed, as well as the search for the most critical
information in speech waveforms.
results obtained with PSC.

Chapter 4 presents

The effects of various

parmeters on the quality of speech are shown.
Measurements of performance in the presence of noise are
presented.
PSC is an interesting field of study, not only
because it is a novel technique of encoding speech, but
because it opens many opportunities for further research.
In fact, the research documented here uncovers many more
questions than it answers.

Chapters 3 and 4 should

provide the reader with many avenues of pursuit in search
of improved performance.

CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON OF SPEECH CODING ALGORITHMS
Speech Coding Algorithms
Many speech coding algorithms are in common usage
today, and many more algorithms have been proposed.

Most

algorithms can be classified as either time domain
processing or frequency domain processing.

Time domain

processing implies that the speech signal is processed
without the use of Fourier transforms; frequency domain
methods require Fourier transforms somewhere in the
algorithm.

Alternatively, algorithms can be classified as

either waveform coding or analysis/synthesis coding.
Waveform coding attempts to preserve the shape of the
waveform.

In the frequency domain, the "waveform" is the

spectrum of the signal.

Analysis and synthesis coding, on

the other hand, does not have waveform preservation as its
goal; its purpose is to generate a speech signal which is
perceptually similar to the original.

Figure 1 outlines

an organization of several of the most common speech
processing algorithms.

Time domain waveform coders

include Pvlse Code Modulation, Differential Pulse Code
Modulation, Delta Modulation, and Sub-Band Coding.
Sub-Band Coding has the distinction of also falling under
the frequency domain waveform category.
4

Transform Coding

5
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Figure 1.

Classifications of Speech Coding Algorithms.
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and Polar Spectrum Coding are frequency domain waveform
coding techniques.

The various vocoders are generally

classified as frequency domain analysis/synthesis
algoritms.

Vocoders include the Channel Vocoder, the

Formant Vocoder, Linear Predictive Coding, the Homomorphic
Vocoder, and the Phase Vocoder.

Each of these coding

techniques are described in later sections of this
chapter, except for Polar Spectrum Coding.

Chapter 3 is

devoted to a detailed explanation of Polar Spectrum
Coding.
All digital speech processing systems have certain
components in common.

First, the incoming analog signal

is lowpass or bandpass filtered to remove unwanted
frequency components.

The most common filter is a lowpass

filter which is used to eliminate aliasing during the
sampling process.

Second, the analog signal is sampled

and quantized into discrete levels at discrete time
periods.

Third, the reconstructed signal at the decoder

output is filtered to eliminate the extra frequency
components which contain frequency-shifted replicas of the
signal spectrum due to the sampling process.

These

components of the system are assumed in the following
discussions.

7

Pulse Code Modulation
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) is the simplest method
of coding speech signals.

A number of bits (typically

eight or twelve) are alloted to each sample of speech to
represent its value.

The data bits are transmitted by the

encoder and received by the decoder.

A digital to analog

conversion translates the bits back into a reconstructed
waveform.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a PCM system.

Several issues are of importance in a PCM coding
algorithm.

Among them are the number of quantization

levels, the difference between the quantization levels,
and word synchronization.

N quantization levels requires

log 2 N bits to specify each sample value.

Quantization

levels can be uniform in size or varying.

Non-uniform

levels provide more dynamic range for the number of bits
allocated.

Quantization error is the difference between

the quantized value and the original value.

In order to

minimize the quantization error, the quantization step
size(s)

should be small; but step sizes must be large

enough to· track wide dynamic ranges of the signal.
Therefore, there is a tradeoff that must be made in the
design of quantization step sizes.

The decoder must

determine the framing of the sample words so that it can
correctly decode each word.

One method used to solve the

problem involves the use of a special synchronization word
which is sent at the beginning of a transmission.

The
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receiver searches for the synchronization word to
determine the timing of the sample words.
Differential Pulse Code Modulation
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) uses the
techniques of PCM but requires a narrower channel
bandwidth.

It has long been understood that speech

signals contain a large measure of redundancy.

In order

to more efficiently encode the speech signal, the
difference between successive samples can be encoded and
transmitted.

This reduces the required bandwidth (or the

quantization step size) because there is a high
correlation between successive speech samples, especially
when the speech signal is oversampled (sampled at greater
than the Nyquist rate).
Adaptive quantization levels allow the signal to be
encoded with fewer bits for the same dynamic range.

The

actual value of a quantization level in adaptive
quantization depends on previous values.

Adaptive

quantization, therefore, introduces the concept of memory
into speech coding algorithms.
Two primary types of errors that DPCM must try to
minimize are granularity noise and slope overload.
Granularity error is the inability of the system to
specify a difference as small as the change in the signal.
Granularity error is most prevalent during slowly varying

10

signal amplitude levels.

The distortion caused by slope

overload, by contrast, is most prevalent during times of
fast signal amplitude changes.

If the coder is not able

to indicate the change of the signal as fast as the slope
of the signal requires, slope overload occurs.
Differential systems of all types are more
sensitive to transmission errors than non-differential
systems, unless they are carefully designed.

Since a

sample value at the decoder output depends on previous
values, an error in channel transmission will propagate
indefinitely.

One way to reduce the sensitivity of

differential coding to bit errors is to include error
correction coding on the size of the quantization step
(Papamichalis 1987, 37).
Delta Modulation
Delta Modulation (OM), shown in Figure 3, is a DPCM
system in which one bit is used to indicate the difference
value of each sample.

The value of the bit indicates

whether the value of the sample is higher or lower than
the previous sample.

Since there is only one bit

transmitted per speech sample, the signal must be
oversampled at a rate much higher than the Nyquist rate in
order to obtain a high correlation between samples.
Linear Delta Modulation (LDM) uses a fixed level for the
quantize step value; Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM)

11
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varies the step size to track the speech signal waveform.
OM, like DPCM, must contend with slope overload and
granularity noise.

Slope overload minimization implies

large quantization step sizes, while granularity noise
minimization implies small quantization step sizes.
Careful tradeoffs must be made concerning the quantization
step sizes in order to achieve top performance of a OM
system.
A special case of OM is Continuously Variable Slope
Delta modulation (CVSD).

CVSD improves the performance of

a OM system in the presence of transmission errors.
Whenever the present bit value matches the value of the
previous two bits, the step size is increased.
the step size is reduced.

Otherwise,

The price for improved

performance in the presence of channel noise is that CVSD
has the drawback of degraded speech quality (Papamichalis
1987,

47).

Sub-Band Coding
It is known that the perception of the quality of a
speech signal does not depend on the noise in the signal
alone.

One important dependence on perceptual quality

concerns the frequency range of interest.

In other words,

noise in a speech signal degrades the quality of the
speech in varying amounts, depending on the frequency
range that the noise affects.

This implies that signal
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information is more critical in some frequency ranges than
in others; and this,

in turn,

implies that more bits

should be used to encode certain frequency ranges of
signals than others.

Sub-Band Coding (SBC)

is a system

that exploits these properties of a speech signal.

A

block diagram of a SBC system is shown in Figure 4.
In SBC, the input analog speech signal is sent
through a parallel bank of bandpass filters to split the
signal into several frequency bands.

Each band is

translated to a baseband frequency signal and sampled at
the Nyquist rate of the baseband bandwidth or higher.
Each frequency band is then encoded using adaptive PCM,
ADM, CVSD, or another suitable algorithm.
The efficency in SBC is gained in the encoding
process of each frequency band.

More bits are used for

critical bands, and less bits for less critical bands.
addition,

In

if transmission errors are a problem, error

correction coding ca n be employed only on the bands that
are most critical.

This reduces the overhead required for

error correction.
Transform Coding
Transform Coding (TC)

represents a class of coding

algorithms in which a block of input samples are
transformed through a linear mapping into a set of
coefficients.

The goal of the transformation is to

14
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generate a set of coefficients that are as uncorrelated as
possible (Jayant and Noll 1984, 514).

This decorrelation

removes the redundancy from the signal and, therefore,
minimizes the required bit rate.

A generalized block

diagram of a TC system is shown in Figure 5.

In the

encoder, the sampl2s are processed through a transform
matrix, and the resulting coefficients are transmitted.
Adaptive bit allocation allows the bit structure to change
from frame to frame, according to the requirements of the
changing speech waveform signal properties; this type of
system is called Adaptive Transform Coding (ATC).

In the

decoder, an inverse transform takes place to reconstruct
the waveform samples.
There are many transforms that can be implemented
in a TC system.

Among them are the Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT), Fourier Transform, Walsh-Hadamard, and
Karhunen-Loeve Transform.

A transform type is judged by

how well it removes redundancy from the speech signal and
by how easily the transform is implemented.

The DCT is

one of the best of the practical transforms both in terms
of performance and in terms of simplicity (Papamichalis
1987, 79).
Analysis/Synthesis Coders
All of the coding systems described above belong to
the general class of waveform coders because they attempt
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to reconstruct the actual waveform,

in either the time or

frequency domain, of the original signa l .
of coders,

Another class

known as analysis/synthesis coders, sou rce

coders, or vocoders,

attempts to create a signal that is a

perceptual equivalent to the original speech signal.
Vocoders try to imitate the properties of the vocal tract
of the speaker.

Good quality speech can be attained with

vocoders at bit rates between 2400 and 9600 bps.

Since

this class of coders is not closely related to PSC

(with

the exception of the phase vocoder), only a brief
descrption of several types of vocoders will be given.
Channel Vocoder,
vocoder design.

The channel vocoder is the oldest
Figure 6 shows a channel vocoder.

The

speech signal is bandpass filtered into parallel frequency
bands, and the envelope of each band is determined.
envelope of each band is encoded for transmission.

The
Also

transmitted are a voice/nonvoice bit and, in the case of
voiced segments of speech, the pitch.

The decoder uses

the voice/nonvoice bit to determine the excitation of the
received frequency bands.

If the speech is voiced, then a

pulse source with the pitch frequency is applied to the
bands; nonvoiced segments are excited with a noise source.
After filtering to remove high-frequency spectral images,
the bands are summed together to form the output signal.

Multiple x er
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Formant Vocoder.

The formant vocoder uses the concepts

f o und in the channel vocoder, with the primary addition
t h at formant frequencies are also transmitted.

Formants

are the most important elements affecting the perceptual
qu ali t y o f speech signals

(Papamichalis 1987, 102).

The

ce n ter freq u encies of the first few formants, usually
t h ree, are determined by the encoder.

The bandwidths of

t h e formants are not transmitted to the decoder; instead,
the decoder gives each formant a fixed bandwidth that is
based on the center frequency of the formant.

The

bandwidths given to the formants are derived by
e x per i mentation and are considered to be typical for the
t ypes of speech that a particular formant vocoder is
li k el y to process.
Li n ear Predictive Coding.

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

is the most popular vocoder, and one of the most popular
of all speech coders.

LPC has been experimented with by

so many people that there are many versions, adaptations,
and extensions available to a designer.

Its popularity is

due to its performance, especially at low bit races.
LPC contains the same basic components as a channel
vocoder.

The unique aspect of LPC is that it models the

vocal tract as an all-pole system, using weighted values
of past samples to predict each new prediction
coefficient.

The poles are selected to minimize the mean

20
squared error between the all-pole filter frequency
response and the envelope of the speech spectrum.

Nasal

voi ced sounds and fricatives normally require both poles
and zeros for adequate representation, but an all-pole
system is accurate enough if the order of the filter is
h igh enough (Rabiner and Schafer 1978).
Homomorphic Vocoder.

The homomorphic vocoder performs a

homomorphic transformation on the speech signal (Oppenheim
and Schafer 1975).

The Fourier transform of the speech

signal is computed.

The logarithm of the magnitude of the

spectrum is taken, and then the inverse Fourier transform
is obtained.
signal.

The result is called the cepstrum of the

The cepstrum separates the slow-changing envelope

of the spectrum from the fast-changing slopes due to the
pitch of the signal.

The two components are separately

encoded for transmission and decoding.

In the decoder, an

inverse transformation is performed on the encoded
cepstrum information.
Phase Vocoder.

The phase vocoder is perhaps a closer

relative to PSC than any of the previously mentioned
vocoders.

A phase vocoder encodes both magnitude and

phase spectrum information for transmission.

The part of

the phase vocoder that encodes magnitude information is
similar to the channel vocoder.

Phase vocoders take

advantage of the fact that the phase of a particular
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frequency component changes smoothly over time
(Papamichalis 1987, 99).

The derivative of the phase is

computed and transmitted.
Performance Measures of Speech Coding Algorithms
When a comparison is made between two or more
speech coding algorithms, certain qualities of the
algorithms are easily compared.

The easily compared

aspects include transmission bit rate, computational
complexity, and hardware cost.

Perhaps the most important

quality of a speech coding algorithm, however, is its
performance.

Unfortunately, this aspect of a speech

coding system is probably the most difficult to measure.
In fact,

there is no "best" way to measure the performance

of a speech coding algorithm; instead, there are several
ways, each of them having merit.

These performance

measurement techniques fall into two categories:
objective and subjective.

Each is discussed at length.

Objective Performance Measures
Objective performance measures seem to hold the
promise of a true, unbiased judgment of all coding
systems.

Indeed, this may one day be the case.

New

objective performance tests are being investigated, and
one of these techniques might be just the test researchers
are looking for.

Until that time comes, however,

researchers must rely on a set of objective performance
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measures that do not accurately measure the quality of the
speech as perceived by the ear and brain.

In spite of the

drawbacks of objective performace measures, they are
widely used because they are easy to compute, do not rely
o n listener biases, and in many cases provide good
indications of t h e quality of the speech.
Signal to Noise Ratio.

The signal to noise ratio

(SNR)

is

the most popular objective measure of the performance of a
speech coding system.

The SNR of a waveform is the ratio

of the signal error variance to the variance of the
original signal.

It is usually expressed in decibels.

The error signal, e(n), is defined as the
difference between the original signal and the
reconstructed signal:
e (n) = sorig (n) - sreconstructed (n) ·
The error signal must be computed under three conditions.
The first is that both the original and reconstructed
signals have zero mean.

Otherwise, the error signal will

have a DC. offset that is imperceptible in speech but will
adversely affect later calculations.

The second condition

is that both signal waveforms must be time aligned for
ma x imum correlation.

In other words,

if the reconstructed

signal is time shifted, then the shift must be taken out
before the calculation is made.

Time shifts, like DC

offsets, do not affect the quality of the speech and
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therefore should not affect the performance measures.

The

third condition under which the error signal must be
computed involves the relative energies of the two signal
waveforms.

A difference in energy is perceived as a

change in the loudness of the speech and, within reason,
does not affect the quality of the speech.

Therefore, the

energy of the reconstructed speech signal should be
normalized to the energy of the original speech before the
error waveform is calculated.
Once the error signal is computed, under the
conditions of zero mean,

zero time shift, and normalized

energies, the energy of the original signal and the error
signal are calculated:
N

E 2

s

(1/N)

L s 2 (n) and
n=l

N

E 2
e

(1/N) L e 2 (n)
n=l

The SNR is expressed as

Segmental Signal to Noise Ratio,

The SNR value of a

signal is dominated by the segments of speech that contain
high levels of energy.

The segmental SNR (SNRSEG)

is used

to give a more perceptually accurate measure of a typical
speech signal

(Kitawki et al. 1982).

This is particularly

true for signals in which some segments of the speech
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contain much less energy than o t h ers.

In calculating the

SNRSEG of a waveform, the s i gnal i s divided into segments
of equ al l ength, typical l y 1 6 ms

(Papami chal is 1 987 , 180 ) .

The SNR is calculated for each segment i ndepe n de n tl y .

The

SNRSEG is t h e mean va l ue of the SNR o f all of the
se gments:

M

SNRSEG(dB)

(1/M) L SNR(m) (dB)
m= l

whe re mis the index of each frame.
Frequency Weighted Signal to Noise Ratio.

Perceptuall y ,

distortion in certain frequencies of a speech signal is
more objectionable than in other frequencies.

Although

the perception level for various frequencies will be
different for each person, there is a general trend that
makes frequency weighting of the SNR calculation a more
accurate measurement than the SNR without the frequency
weighting.
Noll

The articulation index, given by Jayant and

(1984), divides up the spectrum into frequency bands

of equal perceptual importance.

The SNR is weighted

according to these frequency bands.
Spectral Distance Measures.

Spectral distance measures

calculate the distance between some function of the
original spectrum and the spectrum of the reconstructed
waveform.

These measures are used on vocoders, since the
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ou tput o f a vocode r s y s tem is often a s i gnal that is
percept a ll y close to the or ig i na l sign a l but h as a very
differen t

waveform shape.

Severa l examples o f s p e ct ra l

distance measu r es are l og s p e c tra l d is t a nc e, cepstral
distance,

log li kelihood rati o , LP C spect ra l distance ,

cash measure , a n d Euclidean distance.
Subjective Performance Measures
Subjective performance measures involve grading o f
a speech coder output by listeners as th e y hear the
s pe e ch .

The prec i sion and repeatabili ty of subjective

performance measures do not match those of ob j e c ti v e
measures.

P erso n al biases, differences i n grad ing l e v els ,

and fatigue must be dealt with when sub j ecti v e meas u res
are u sed.

Subjective performance measures requ ir e much

mo re ti me and effort than objective measures.

The

advantage that subjective measures have over objective
meas u res is that they more accurately measure t h e
perceived quality of speech signals.

Since the perceived

quality of speech is the most important attribute of
speech in communication, subjective tests are performed,
in spite of the time and effort involved, when a detailed
eva luation of a speech coding system is desired.
Subjective measures primarily involve intelligibility
tests or quality preference tests.
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In te lli g i bi l ity Tests.

I n t e lli g i b ility t es t s i nvo v e

p a i rs of words which h a v e on e pho ne me
them , s uch as th e pa i r {fi n , thin} .

d if f e r e nc e b et wee n
On e wo r d is s pok e n ,

and th e l is t e n er mus t determi n e wh i ch wo r d of t h e pa i r was
spok e n .

Si n ce the l istener is face d with only a b in a ry

d e ci s ion, t h e a mount of sub j ectivi ty in a n i n te lligibil it y
tes t

i s min i mized.

As a conseque n ce, i ntell ig ibil ity test

s co res have variances that are s maller t h an some othe r
ty pes of subjective tests.

There are severa l vers ion s of

i nt e ll ig i bi l ity tests, but the most popu lar i s the
Di ag n ost i c Rhymne Test (DRT).

A DRT score Pis gi v en by

P = lOO(R - W) / T,

wh ere R i s the number of right answers, Wis t h e n umber of
wr ong a n swers, and Tis the total number of word pairs
t este d .
Qu a li ty Preference Tests.

Quality preference tests

co nt ain more subjectivity than intelligib i lity tests.

The

measurement of quality preference tests is not
intelligibi l ity, but quality, of the speech signal.

It is

possible that, if samples of two speech coders are
presented to two listeners, one listener will consistently
prefer system A while the other listener will consistently
prefer system B.

This could be due to the fact that

hissing noises annoy the first listener and buzzing sounds
are objectionable to the second listener.

The Diagnostic
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Acceptabili t y Measure requires listeners to rate
sentences, on a scale of between O a n d 100 , on vario u s
characteri st i cs of the speech.

Another me th od, u si ng Mean

Opinion Scores, requires listeners to grade speech sign als
on a scale of between 1 and 5.
Comparison of Performance Measures
Experiments have been performed to determine the
qua l ity of objective performance measures compared to
subjective performance measures
Result s are shown in Table 1.

(Kitawki et al.

1982).

The performance criterion

i s th e variance of objective measures given a specified
Mean Opinion Score; lower variance results in a better
measure.

As the table shows, SNRSEG is a better measure

than the standard SNR.

Frequency domain measures are

better than time domain measures, though not by much.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE
MEASURES.
O~JECTIVE MEASURE

STANDARD DEVIATION

Signal to Noise Ratio

.665

Segmental SNR

.576

LPC Cepstrum Distance

.458

Cosh Measure

.472

Likelihood Ratio

.477

(Data taken from Kitawki et al. 1982.)
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Various c omp ara tiv e t es ts ha e b ee
speech codin g alg o rithms.

Th ere is s

deter ination of which coder syste
eac

erf r e

e dif f ic lty int' e

is "best," b e cause

a lgo r i t hm has its own re quir e ents c ncerni g

trans i ssion bit rate, complexity, and quality
However , q u antitative comparison data
thro gh experi me n tation.

f speec h.

a v e b een gat erect

Figure 7, f or exarnp e, c rnpares

th e s b j ect i ve performance of vari ou s g e n era l categories
o f coding systems.

Vocoders provide the b es t

speec

qu a ity at transmission bit rates lo wer tha n a bo t
Howe v er, as t h e bit ra t e in creases , wavefor

8 kbps .

coders

provide better performance beca u se vocoders genera

yd

ot h a v e a Mean Opinion Score higher t h an 3 .0 (J a y a nt a d
ol

1984).
Figure 8 shows the results of objective performance

t es t s for several waveform coding systems.
di ffic ul t

Vocoders are

to measure objectively because they do not

atte mpt to duplicate the original waveform; therefore,
th e y are not included in the figure.

As seen i n the

fig u re, ATC g i ves the best SNR over the transmiss ion bit
rate range of between 9 kbps and 24 kbps.
the worst performance under 16 kbps.

DPCM provides

The performance of

SB C is seen to be less dependent on the transm i ssion bit
rate as the other methods.
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Figure 7.
Mean Opinion Scores for Speech Coding
Algorithm Categories as a Function of the Transmission
Rate.
(Data taken from Jayant and Noll 1984.)
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Figure 8.
Segmental SNR as a Function of the
Transmission Rate.
(Data taken from Jayant and Noll
1984.)

CHAPTER 3
POLAR SP ECTRUM COD I NG
Digital t ra n s mission o f s peech signals re qu i res
t ha t

a c ompromise b e made b et wee n the two con fl icting

attr ib utes o f good s pe e ch reproduc t io n an d l o w
trans miss ion b i t

ra te .

At one e x tre me , almos t p erfe c t

spee ch repr oduction can be obtained at the expe n se o f a
data b i t

ra t e o f 100 Kbps or higher.

At the o ther

extreme, vocoders u ti lilizing a cha n nel b andwi dth o f 5 0
bp s o r lo wer are availab l e; the price p aid is in te lligible
but

v er y s y nt h et i c-s o unding speech.

Many types o f s ystems

fall into t h e v ast area between the two extremes .

Some

s y ste ms at t empt to preserve the speec h waveform, and
oth ers atte mp t

to generate a sign al that is perceptua l l y

equi v ale nt to the origina l
cod ing,

speec h .

Linear predictive

in particul ar, has gained widespread a c ce p tance as

a s ui tab l e representation of speech for digital
t ra n smission because of i t s abi l ity to make a good
comp romi se between good speech reprodu cti on and low bit
rate.

The r e i s a contin uing market f o r communi cation s

s y s t ems wh i ch provide adequ a t e communicat ion b u t
min i mum of transmission bandwidt h.

require a

Th erefore, a s y stem

which has the po t enti a l of simu l tan eously transmitting
good quality speech and requiring onl y a narrow channel
31
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bandwidth is worth invest i gation.

The s y stem described i n

this th es i s, which is given the name of Po l ar Spectrum
Coding,

is pos s ibly such a system.

Pol ar Spectrum Coding Theory
Polar Spectrum Coding (PSC)
method o f encoding analog signals.

is a bandwidth-efficient
The heart of the encoder

is a frequency domain spectrum waveform builder which uses a
mi nimum of parameters as inputs.

Correlation between

s ucc ess ive frames of data samples is exploited to reduce the
bandwidth needed in transmission.

At the receiver, the

decoder is a similar system to reconstruct a model of the
original spectrum.

An inverse DFT operation creates an

output waveform signal.
PSC is based on the assumption that the only
information that is transmitted is always the information
that is most critical for allowing the receiver to match the
original waveform as closely as possible.

To this end, PSC

is a strategy which determines which informction is most
critical, and then encodes this information in the most
bit-efficient manner.

To do this,

information which is given

the name of "corrector(s)" is sent to the receiver.

A

corrector is a signal which indicates to the receiver the
latest changes in the signal.

The number of correctors sent
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du ri n g ea ch data sample frame t ime can ran ge fr om on e t o
ma ny .
Po l ar Spectrum En coder
A b l o c k diagram o f a simp l ifie d Po l a r Sp ect r um Encoder
i s s ho wn in F i gure 9 , and Figure 10 s hows a fl ow chart fo r
t h e Pol ar Spectrum Encoding algorithm.

Th e ana log wa v ef o r m

i s s u i t ably samp l ed and digital l y encoded.

A l ow pass fi l ter

re moves frequenc y components above the Nyq ui st frequ enc y f o r
th e s y stem sampling rate.
di v i ded i n to time frames

The input dig i ta l s i gna l , s( n) , i s
(typically 8 ms ) .

A polar Fo u r i er

t ra n sform i s performed on each data frame to obta i n t he
freq u ency spectru m magni t ude and phase S (w).

The spectrum is

compared to a reference spectrum R (w), and the differe n ce
between the two becomes the error spectrum E(w).
The primary task of the encoder is to find the mos t
cri t ical i nformation that must be transmit t ed across the
channel to indicate to the decoder the value of the error
spectrum.

To do this, parameter values are chosen which give

an indication of the most important characteristics of the
error spectrum.

Parameter values contain information about

the magnitude and the phase of the signal spectrum.
i nformation is used to generate a correction signal.

This
The

correction signal is essentially another spectrum that, in
the ideal case, matches the information in the error
spectrum.
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Polar Spe ctrum System .
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Polar Spectrum Encoding Algorithm Flow Chart.
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Al

o f the se : e c te d para ete r s

(ma gni t Jde a nd p h ase ) are fe d
a nd

f the co rr ect o r

o bo t h ~h e

h e co rrect ion s p e c tr m g e n e r a~ o r .

a r a eter f r at t er

I n t h e c r r e tio n

spe ct r m ge e r at o r , a co rr e c t ~o n sp e c t r um, C (m) , i s ge n e r ate d
which i s the n a dd ed t o t h e v a l u e o f th e r efe r ence s p e c tr um t
c reate a n u p d ate d re f e r e c e s pectr·
the c o r r ect o r

for matio

n th e d a t a f r a tter ,

· s e n cod ed int o a c o rr e t ' o

c (n ) a n d sent ou t o v er t h e ch a nn e .

war

Th e c o rrec ti o n wo r d

enc odi n g p r o c ess s i mpl y con s i s ts of s er i a l i zing t h e bits in
e c o rrect o r f o r ser i a

t ra n s i ss ion .

The pr o ces s d escr ib e d a bove re p eat s e v er y d a t a fr a .e .
At the be g i nn ing o f a t r a ns mis sion , th e refere nce p ol a r
sp e ct r rn i s re s et to a
wit

t

e d e code r

in i ti a l valu e f o r s ynch r on i z at i o n

(po ss ib l y fl at O d B an d z er o ph ase fo r a 1

freq u ency compon e nt s ) .

As eac h fra me o f d a t a i s e ncod e d, th e

ref erenc e sp ectr u m i s modi fied o n c e per fra me to t ra c k
cha ng e s in th e s ign al spectrum.

PSC t ra n s mi ts ma gnitude

i for ma tion whi c h c auses th e rece iver to ad j us t

its spe c tr um

es t i ma t e to mo re c lo se l y match the spect r um t h at is p rese n t
a t th e tra n s mi t t er.

Gradu ally, t h e reference spect r um i s

s h a p ed t o close l y match t he original spectrum .
ada p t ive s y s t e m.

PSC i s a n

Wh en t h e speech spectru m is changing s l owl y

o ver ti me, very l ittle change is made to the reference
spectr um eac h frame ti me. Obvious ly , highly corre l ated d a t a
fra mes would requ ire l ess information to be sent since t he
receiver wou l d not have to change its spectrum appreciably
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once it has c osel y matched the original.

During times of

abrupt changes in the speech spectru, mo re pronounc e d
cha n ges in the reference spectru

are made to keep the error

spectrum small .
Po ar Sp e ctr m Decoder
Figu r e 9 shows a block d i agram for the Po l ar Spectrum
ec oder .
Figu re 11 .

he related algorithm f ow cha r t

is pres e nt e d in

Several secti ons of the d ec oder a nd the decoding

process are similar or ident ic a l to tho se in th e enc od er.
Th e c or rection signal, c (n), is rece ive d a nd u se d to generate
a correction word which represents a correct ion spectrum.
Assuming an error-free channel, the correc tion s p ect rum of
the decoder matches th e correction spectrum in the e ncoder .
Jus t

as in th e encoder, th e correction spe ct r um is s ummed to

he reference spec t r um during each frame to create a n ew
refere nce spect rum .

At the beginning of the reception of a

speec h signal, the reference spectrum is rese t to ma tc h the
Therefore,

initi a l value of the encoder reference spectrum.

the reference spectrums of the encoder and the decoder are
always identical, assuming no channe l errors.

An i n verse

Fourier transform is performed on the reference spectrum to
reconstruct the time domain speech data frame.

The speech

data frame is converted to an analog signal, and low pass
filtering is performed on the output to remove high frequenc y
spectrum replicas caused by the sampling process.
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Receive Transmitted
Corrector Word

Generate Correction
Spectrum from the
Corrector Word

Add Corrector to
Reference Spectrum

Perform an Inverse
FFT on the
Reference Spectrum

Output the IFFT
Result as the
Reconstructed
Signal

Figure 11.

Polar Spectrum Decoding Algorithm Flow Chart.
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Mag ni tude Information Encoding - Possibi l ities
Because voiced segments of speech signals vary
s lo wly over time, there is a high correlation between
s u ccessive frames of speech signals when the fra mes are
re l a ti ve ly s h ort .

I n the frequency do ma i n, this

t ra n s l ates t o a high correlation between frames of both
the magn i t u de and the phase informat i on.
i nfo r mat i on, however,

The magnitude

is different from the phase

i nf o r mat i on in one important aspect.

That is, the value

o f th e magnitude of a particular frequency component
re ~ - in s unchanged from frame to frame for maximum
c o rrelation.

Th is is not true for phase information.

Th e

phase va lu e of a particular frequency component is in
general very different from frame to frame, even with high
c o rre l ation.

Since speech signals have, in general, high

c o rre l a ti on between successive short frames, and magnitude
spec t rum va l ues tend to remain relatively unchanged from
frame to frame as a result, it becomes advantageous to use
this fact to differentially encode the magnitude values.
This is,

in fact,

one of the central ideas in PSC.

Magnitude Parameter Selection
Since magnitude information can be transmitted
differentially, bandwidth can be conserved compared to a
non-differential transmission of information.

In order to

minimize the bandwidth, and at the same time maximize the
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q ality of th e reconstructed speech, parameters of t h e PSC
system must be carefully chosen.
c r i t ica

The goal is to pack as much

information as possible in o each transmi t t ed data

bit .
Before details of PSC can be explai ed,

Def initions .

it is

' mportant to start with a set of definitions that will
simplify l ater di scussions.

Some of the terms are u sed i n

related literature and are reiterated here to narrow t h eir
mea ning to th e problem at hand.

Other terms that are defined

h ere are unique to PSC due to the novelty of PSC.
Signal Frame.

A group of successive quantized samples of a

speech s ignal i s a signal frame.
literature,
N.

In most speech processi n g

th e number of samples in a frame is designated by

PSC i s p erformed on one signal frame of a speech signal

at a time.
Reference Magnitude Spectrum.

The synthesized speech

spec tr um of each frame is the reference magnitude spectrum.
There is one reference magnitude spectrum for each signal
frame.

PSC uses signal frames to determine the operation

that must be performed on the reference magnitude spectrum in
each frame.
Error magnitude spectrum.

The difference between a signal

magnitude spectrum and a reference magnitude spectrum is the
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error magnitude spectrum.

One goal of PSC is to keep the

error magnitude spectrum as small as possible.
Corrector.

A corrector is a group of data bits that

represents the change that will be made to the reference
spectrum of the next frame to cause it to be different from
the reference spectrum of the present frame.
multiple correctors in each frame.

There can be

In the case of a single

corrector per frame, the corrector is made to be as close as
possible to the error spectrum.

In the case of multiple

correctors in each frame, the summation of the correctors in
a frame is made to be as close as possible to the error
spectrum.
Magnitude Corrector.

A magnitude corrector is the magnitude

portion of a corrector.
Magnitude Corrector Sign.

Each magnitude corrector must

either add to or subtract from the reference magnitude
spectrum of the present frame to shape the reference
magnitude spectrum of the next frame.

The magnitude

corrector sign determines which operation is performed.
Frequency Bin.

When an FFT is performed on a sampled signal,

the spectrum (both magnitude and phase) is computed at
discrete frequency values.
are the frequency bins.

These discrete frequency values
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Center Frequency.

The center frequency is the frequency bin

at w ich the center of the magnitude corrector is positioned.
f the magn itude corrector has an even number of frequency
bins , then the cente r frequency is defined as th e closest
frequency bin b e low the center of the magnitude corrector.
Sta rt Fr equenc y .

The start frequency is the frequency bin at

which th e l owest frequency bin of the magnitude corrector i s
position ed.
Width .

Th e width of a magnitude corrector is the number of

frequency bins that the magnitude corrector spans, including
the frequency bins at both ends of the magnitude corrector.
The width is a measure of the bandwidth of the corrector.
Gain .

The gain of a magnitude corrector is the magnitude of

the magnitude corrector at its maximum magnitude.
Shape.

The envelope of the corrector is its shape.

example, a triangular corrector has its highest

For

(or lowest)

magnitude at its center frequency.
Ex amples.

An example of a PSC system serves to illustrate

some of the concepts presented above.

In this example, the

shape of the magnitude corrector is always rectangular.
Assume an input voice signal has the signal magnitude
spectrum shown in Figure 12a; the numbers in the figure are

a)

I s (W ) I
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Figure 12.
Examples of Magnitude Spectrum Types:
a) Signal Spectrum; b) Reference Spectrum; c) Error
Spectrum; and d) Corrector Spectrum.
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norma l i zed fo r simplicity.
spectru

The c r rent reference

agn it de

i s sown in Figure 12b; it consi sts o f a magnitude

o f 1 fo r all f r eq e cy co ponents.
spectrum, sh ow

The err r

in Figu re 12c, is the d ' fference betwe e n the

signal magnit de spectrum and the refe rence
spec rum.

ag itude

ag it de

ote that ther e i s no err o r at fre quency

co ponents 3 a nd 4, and the
component 1 .

a xi um error occur s at fre quency

The clos es t that a re ct a ngul ar co rre ctor can

ma tch t h e error magnitude spectrum i s shown in Figure 12d .
The mag ni tude co rrec to r has a magnitude of 1, a width of 3,
a nd a center frequency of 1.

Thi s exa ple corrector wold

leave a res i d u a l error at frequency compon e nt 1 with a
magnit de of 1 .
Anoth er e xampl e u ses an actua l s imu lation output.
Figure 13 shows a li sting o f the spectrum values f o r the
first three frames of a PSC reference spectrum .

The order of

the li s ting is {magnitude 1 , phase 1 , magni tu de 2, p h ase 2 ,
e tc . } .

The magnitude is in decibels and the phase is i n

radia ns.
per frame.

In this example, t h ere are 64 time domain sampl es
The time domain samples are rea l values, so the

freq u ency domain spectru m is odd s ymmetr i c.

Therefore, on ly

33 magnitude / phase pairs are shown in each frame.

Figure 14

shows a simpl i ficat i on of the shape of the corrector and the
reference spectru m in each frame, and Figure 15 gives a
printout of the reference spectrum in the three frames.
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Figure 13.
Listing of Reference Spectrum for the First
Three Frames of a Speech Signal; 33 Pairs of Magnitude
and Phase Per Frame.
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Figure 14.
First Three Frames of an Example PSC Output,
Showing the Corrector and Reference Spectrums for Each.
a)
Frame 1; b)
Frame 2; c)
Frame 3.
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LOG l1ACN ITUDE SQUARED

FREQUENCY (HZ l

Figure 15.
Reference Spectrum of the First Three Frames
of a PSC Output.
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Independent Magnitude Parameter Selection.

Independent

magnitude parameter selection allows each parameter of the
corrector(s)

in each frame to be independently chosen. The

width, center frequency, and other parameter choices are
selected based on individual algorithms that search for an
optimimum value of a particular parameter.

Figure 16 shows a

flow chart for the independent magnitude parameter selection
algorithm.

Once the error spectrum is generated, each

parameter value is, in turn, optimized.

After all parameter

values have been chosen, the parameters are used to generate
the corrector.
Criteria for Selection of Parameter Values.

Careful

selection of the values that the parameters are given, as
well as the choices of values that are available to the
parameters, optimize the performance of a PSC system.

One

criterion that can be imposed on parameter values is to
minimize the mean squared error of the spectrum in each
frame.

This is a relatively simple constraint to place on

parameters after all of the possible choices for values have
been designed into the system, since PSC is a frequency
domain algorithm.

Another method to grade parameter values

is to minimize the mean squared error of the time domain
waveform.

This method requires more computation in the

encoder; an inverse FFT of the reference spectrum must be
computed before the mean squared error can be calculated.
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Error
ectrum
lculat

Optimize the First
Parameter of the
Corrector(s)

Optimize the Second
Parameter of the
Corrector(s)

Optimize the Third
Parameter of the
Corrector(s)

•
•
•
Optimize the Last
Parameter of the
Corrector(s)

Figure 16.
Algorithm.

Independent Magnitude Parameter Selection
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An intuitively appealing method for determining the
range of values that each parameter should have involves
experimentally deriving probability density functions for the
parameter values.

The parameter values can be chosen to

approximate a uniform distribution of probability.

If the

PSC system is tried on a group of sentences with varying
characteristics, the probability density functions computed,
and parameter values adjusted to change the functions closer
to uniform,

a set of parameter values that maximize the

entropy of the PSC encoded signal will be obtained.
In order to have a coding system which maximizes the
quality of speech transmission while minimizing the
transmission bit rate,

it is necessary to carefully select

the parameters of the system.

In particular, the following

parameters are necessary (but not sufficient) to completely
define a PSC system:

each

1)

Speech sampling rate;

2)

Speech quantization parameters;

3)

Length of data frame;

4)

Number of magnitude correctors per frame;

5)

Range and resolution of the center frequency for

magnitude corrector;
6)

Range and resolution of the width of each

magnitude corrector;
7)

Range and resolution of the gain of each magnitude

corrector; and
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8)

Shape of the magnitude corrector.

Parameters 1 and 2 are beyond the scope of this paper.
However,

speech should be sampled at the Nyquist rate or

higher to ensure reconstruction of all frequencies of
interest.

Quantization of analog signals is assumed to be

such that quantization noise is negligible and yet dynamic
range is sufficient.
The length of the data frame is of critical importance
to the success of a PSC system.

If the length is chosen to

be too long, adjacent speech sample frames will typically be
relatively uncorrelated.

This puts the system under constant

stress trying to reconstruct the original signal at the
receiver.

An analogous behavior occurs when a DM system

experiences slope overload; the reconstructed signal cannot
change fast enough to keep pace with the change in the
original signal.

In addition, the excessive modifications

that must be made to the spectrum each frame period might
cause discontinuities that are perceived by the human ear.
This would make the reconstructed speech sound unnatural.

A

data frame length that is chosen to be too short will not
cause the correlation problems of excessively long frames,
but the frequency spectrum resulting from the Fourier
transform will not have enough information in it to allow the
system to adequately reconstruct the spectrum at the
receiver.

The resulting frequency distortion would translate

into a change in the sound heard.
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Parameters 4,

5,

6, 7, and 8 make PSC a unique method

of encoding speech signals.

A tradeoff must be made in

selecting the number of magnitude correctors that are
transmitted each frame period.

A greater number of

correctors allows faster response to rapidly changing
wa v eforms; an infinite number of correctors allows the
magnitude of the spectrum to be reconstructed almost
perfectly, even when there is no correlation between adjacent
data samples.

On the other hand, a larger number of

magnitude correctors requires more bits to be encoded and
therefore requires a higher bit rate.

A number of magnitude

correctors per data frame between one and five appears to be
a reasonable quantity.
The proper amount of resolution given to the center
frequency,

width, and gain of each corrector is another

balance between better performance and a higher bit rate.

A

finer resolution in these three parameters means that the
original speech spectrum can be reconstructed more precisely.
However, more bits are required to obtain greater resolution.
A related parameter that must be defined is the range
of frequencies,

widths, and gains that each magnitude

corrector can span.

The simplest encoding scheme allows each

corrector to have any center frequency, width, or gain within
the resolution of the system.
the most flexibility,

Although this gives the system

it increases the bandwidth required for
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transmission in systems with multiple correctors.

Each

corrector can be given its own sub-range of frequencies,
analogous to the technique of Sub-Band Coding, and widths and
gain in order to serve particular needs of spectrum shaping.
For example, two out of three correctors might be
given the range of frequencies between 50 Hz and 1000 Hz,
where formant frequencies are dominant; and the third
corrector might be used to cover the range between 1000 Hz
and 3000 Hz,

if it is determined that less resources are

needed in that area.

This allows each corrector to have a

narrower resolution than would be possible if all correctors
had to span the entire range of frequencies between 50 and
3000 Hz.
As another example, the first of the two 50-1000 Hz
correctors might be given a range of gain of between 1 and 3
dB.

If the second corrector has a range of from 3 to 12 dB,

then the two correctors can be used as "fine" and "coarse"
magnitude adjusters, respectively.
Center Frequency.

An important thing for a PSC system to do

is to efficiently and accurately calculate the correctors.
Efficiency is important because noticeable delays, especially
in speech conversations, are irritating.

After the magnitude

error spectrum has been obtained (Figure 10), the next step
is to calculate the center frequencies of the correctors.
There are different methods in which the center frequencies
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can be determined.

One method picks the frequencies of the

error magnitude spectrum with the highest gain.

This is

reasonable since the error magnitude spectrum peaks represent
the frequencies at which the reference magnitude spectrum
deviates the most from the signal magnitude spectrum, and one
purpose of the encoder is to minimize the deviation.

This

metho d requires only a peak picker to determine the center
frequency.

A second, more computationally-intensive method

finds areas under the error magnitude spectrum curve with the
greatest values.

An attempt is made to find the center

frequencies from which magnitude correctors can be generated
to most closely match the curve of the error magnitude
spectrum.

Figure 17 shows an example of an error magnitude

spectrum in which each type of algorithm would pick a
different center frequency.

The first method would pick a

center frequency of f 1 Hz, since this frequency has the
high est peak.

However,

f2 would be chosen by method two,

since this curve has more area under it.

f2

Frequency
Figure 17.

Examples of Center Frequency Selection.
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It is hard to generalize which method gives better
performance.

The first method is quicker and has the

advantage that the "loudest" deviations will be dealt with.
The second method requires more computation but has the
advantage that it selects the maximum energy content of the
error magnitude spectrum to correct.
Width.

Both the error spectrum and the selected center

frequencies are used to calculate the widths of the magnitude
correctors in Figure 10.

A relatively simple way to select

each width is to pick the one that causes the corresponding
corrector to most closely match the error spectrum curve.

In

Figure 18, one width at a time is paired with the center
frequency,

and a corrector is generated.

The difference

between the corrector and the error spectrum is calculated,
and the result is compared to the best match so far.

The

"best match" storage location is initialized each frame to a
maximum value.
difference,

Each time a new width results in a lower

the difference is placed into the "best match"

storage location and the corresponding width value is placed
in the "width" storage location.
tried,

After all widths have been

the final width value in the "width" storage location

is the one selected for the particular center frequency.
Gain.

There are several possible ways to specify gain in a

magnitude corrector.
values.

One way is to use decibels for the gain

If decibels are used, then the actual energy value
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o f the gain depends on the values of the reference spectrum.
For example,

3dB gain in a corrector added to a l00dB value

i n a reference spectrum is a much larger energy value than
3dB added to S0dB.

Another method of specifying gain is to

u se linear values instead of logarithmic.

This method has

th e c o mplicat i on that it takes very large numbers to
appreciably change the reference spectrum if the values of
t h e reference spectrum to be changed are already very large
v a lu es.
Error Spectrum

Center
Frequency
◄

Corrector
Generator
Difference
Width

Width
Store
Update

Best Match
Store

New
Best

Bank of
Widths
Select
Next
Width

Update

Selected
Width

Figure 18.

Selection of Width.

'
'
it
Although extra bits can be used to indicate
gain,
is possible to imply gain in the correctors without the need
of e xtra bandwidth for transmission.
to assign each corrector a fixed gain.

One way to do this is
Another way is to
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make the gain adaptive.

That is, successive identical

correctors increase in gain values.

A possibility for very

steep steps in gain is to send two or more identical
correctors in the same word; the decoder could interpret this
as a signal to increase the gain of this set of correctors
drastically.
The determination of whether a magnitude corrector has
a positive sign or a negative sign is based on whether the
part of the error frame which is being minimized has a
positive value or a negative value.

If the sign is positive,

then the magnitude corrector is added to the reference frame.
If the sign is negative, then the magnitude corrector is
subtracted from the reference frame.
Shape.

There are countless options available for the shape

of a magnitude corrector.

Several examples are rectangular,

triangular, and raised cosine.

It is possible to have the

choice between several shapes in the same PSC system.
Number of Correctors.
per frame.

PSC is not limited to one corrector

In fact, any number of correctors per frame can

be transmitted as long as the upper limit on the resultant
transmission bit rate is not exceeded.
Example.

The overall problem is one of deciding what the

choices will be for each corrector.

The greater the number

of choices given for each corrector, the higher the resultant
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bit rate will be.

An ideal PSC system will minimize the

required bit rate by taking advantage of the high correlation
of speech signals, while at the same time allowing a quick
reaction time to abrupt signal changes.

Although the ideal

cannot be realized, intelligent tradeoffs result in
performance that approaches the ideal.
The following example describes the determination of
the transmission bit rate of a PSC system.

Assume that there

are three magnitude correctors that are generated and
transmitted each frame period, which is 20 ms.

All three

magnitude correctors have three bits to specify the center
frequency.
options
800.
500,

Corrector 1 has the following center frequency

(in Hertz):

50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, and

Corrector 2 has the frequencies of 100, 200, 300, 400,
600,

700, and 800.

Corrector 3 has the choices of 1000,

1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2400, and 3000.

All three

magnitude correctors have 2 bits to specify the width; in all
cases, the choices are (in Hertz):
800, 1600, 3000.

25, 50, 100, 200, 400,

One bit for each magnitude corrector is

used to specify the sign of the corrector.

In this example,

assume that a gain of 3 dB is implied for each corrector.
However, if two identical correctors are sent in a frame or
in adjacent frames, then the gain of the second corrector is
interpreted to be 6 dB.
Therefore, each magnitude corrector requires 6 bits to
specify its sign (1 bit), center frequency (3 bits), and
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width

(2 bits).

There are three magnitude correctors that

are sent every 20 ms; therefore, a transmission bit rate

1 frame x
0.02 s

6 bits

x

corrector

3 correctors

900 bps

frame

is required for the transmission of the magnitude spectrum
information in this example PSC system.

Exhaustive Search Magnitude Parameter Selection.

Exhaustive

search magnitude parameter selection calculates the error
resulting from all possible combinations of parameter values
in the magnitude corrector and then selects the combination
that minimizes the error.

The magnitude corrector

combination that most closely matches the error magnitude
spectrum is the corrector that minimizes the error.

The

exhaustive search algorithm is illustrated in Figure 19.

As

each combination of magnitude corrector parameter values is
compared, the difference between the corrector, or group of
correctors in the case of multiple correctors per frame, and
the error spectrum is calculated.

If the resulting

difference is the minimum difference calculated so far, then
the combination value is stored as the best match so far.
After all combinations of parameter values have been tried,
the combination stored at the best match is formatted for
transmission.
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Error
Spectrum is
Calculated

Calculate the
Corrector(s) for
the First Set of
Parameter Value
Combinations

Calculate the
Difference Between
the Corrector(s)
and the Error
Spectrum

No

Calculate the
Corrector( s) for
the Next Set of
Paramet er Value
Combination s

Store the Current
Set of Parameter
Value Combinations

No

Figure 19.
Algorithm.

Exhaustive Search Magnitude Parameter Selection
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Comparison of Parameter Selection Methods,

The exhaustive

search parameter selection algorithm is conceptually simpler,
but it requires many more combinations of parameter values to
be tried.

Since the exhaustive search algorithm tries all

possible combinations of parameter values, the time required
for the algorithm to complete per frame is

where
Nl is the range of values for the first parameter;
N2 is the range of values for the second parameter;
and
NM is the range of values for the Mth parameter.

The independent selection algorithm chooses each parameter
value independently of all other parameters.

Therefore, only

a subset of all possible parameter value combinations are
tested per frame.

The time required for the independent

selection algorithm to complete each frame, by contrast, is
Tis= (N 1 +N 2 +N 3 + ... +NM)x(Time for each combination)
Smaller overall errors should result from the exhaustive
search algorithm.

The exhaustive search algorithm is

guaranteed to obtain the best overall combination of
parameter values because all combinations are tried.

Since

the independent selection algorithm does not try all possible
combinations of parameter values, the method might find a
local minima and overlook the absolute minimum error.
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Phase Information Encoding - Possibilities
The phase information in a spectrum has properties
t h at are different from the magnitude of the spectrum.
Fo r example, phase is more important in lower frequency
bands where for mants are located than in upper frequency
b a n ds where the s i gnal has more randomness
Noll 1984).

(Jayant and

Also, phase values tend to be very different

fr o m frame to frame, even for highly correlated frames.
Because of these differences between the phase and the
magnitude of speech spectrums, phase information is
e n c o ded in a manner that is different from the magnitude
enc o ding process.
Phase Parameter Selection
As previous l y discussed concerning speech signals,
du ri n g voiced speech there is a high correlation between
th e phase of a frequency component in two successive
frames when the frame length is relatively short.
However, the acutal phase value of a frequency component
changes drastically from frame to frame.

For this reason,

phase information is sent in absolute values, not
differentially, in a PSC system.

As in the magnitude

information that is transmitted, phase information must be
sent within the constraints set by the parameters of the
system.
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Definitions,

Phase information has less concepts that

must be dealt with than magnitude information.
this,

Because of

few definitions are required.

Phase Bin.

Each frequency component of a spectrum has an

associated phase value.
relates to phase,

Each frequency component, as it

is called a phase bin.

An FFT of a

signal provides a discrete number of frequency components.
The phase value of a particular frequency component is the
value of the phase bin.
Lowest Phase Bin.

The lowest phase bin is the value of

the phase of the lowest frequency component of the
spectrum.
Highest Phase Bin.

The highest phase bin is the value of

the phase of the highest frequency component of the
spectrum.
Freguency Range of Phase Information,

One parameter of a

PSC system is the number of phase bin values that is
transmitted each frame.

If channel bandwidth were not an

issue, then it would be best to send the exact phase value
for each phase bin; this would result in the best
reconstructed signal.

Since infinite bandwidth is a

luxury not available to practical communications systems,
however,

the number of phase bin values that is sent must

be minimized.
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Algorithms for Frequency Selections.

Which phase bins are

most critical for the optimization of a PSC system?

If

certain phase bins are found to be more useful in the
reconstruction of the speech waveform, then more of the
bandwidth resources must be allocated to these phase bins.
Conversely, channel bandwidth must not be wasted on phase
bins that do not appreciably enhance the quality of the
speech.

Two algorithms for the determination of the most

critical phase bins are presented below.
Lowest Frequency Components Algorithm.

In the lowest

frequency components algorithm, the values of the phases
of only the lowest frequency components are transmitted.
The rationale behind this approach is that formants are
located in the lower frequency components.

The formants

have been shown to be more important to the perceptual
quality of the speech signal than some of the other speech
waveform components

(Jayant and Noll 1984, 487).

The

lowest frequency components algorithm, therefore,
preserves phase information in the portion of the spectrum
where critical information is contained.
Greatest Magnitude Algorithm.

The greatest magnitude

algorithm transmits phase information for the frequency
components that have the greatest magnitude in the
spectrum.

The rationale of this algorithm is that the
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frequency components with the greatest magnitude are the
ones which contain the most energy and, therefore, are the
most important to the perceptual quality of the speech.
Since this method will preserve phase for frequency
components with the greatest magnitude, even if these
frequency components are relatively high frequency where
phase in not as important

(Jayant and Noll 1984, 487), a

hybrid approach can be taken in which the phases of
frequency components with the greatest magnitude within a
certain upper bound of frequency are transmitted.
Phase Quantization.

As with many other parameters in PSC,

an intelligent tradeoff must be made between resolution
and transmission bit rate.

How much granularity in phase

information can be tolerated?
insight into the answer.
sample;

Figure 20 gives some

Figure 20a is an original speech

Figures 20b and 20c are waveforms that result

when the phase of all frequency bins are quantized into
eight and four values, respectively.

The eight-level case

shows visible degradation, and the four-level case shows
serious degradation.
Default Phase Values.

In many narrowband communication

scenarios, it requires too much channel bandwidth to
transmit phase values for every phase bin.

Therefore, a

decision must be made concerning the phase values of those
frequency components that do not have their values
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transmitted.

What should these values be?

Should the

values be time-invariant?
It is possible to allow the phase bins to have
locally generated values,
values.

instead of transmitting the

For example, the phases of all phase bins can be

set to zero or to random values.

Although this

significantly reduces the transmission bit rate
requirement of a PSC system, the signal is seriously
degraded.
Consider the experimentally derived waveforms shown
in Figure 21.

The first waveform is part of an original

sampled signal of the word "with."

Figure 21b shows the

waveform when the phases of all frequency components are
given random values.

Note that much of the information in

the signal has been lost.

The signal no longer has an

easily visually discernible pitch; however, a listener
will still hear the pitch of the signal.

The audio

degradation that occurs when the phases are randomized
take the form of "buzzing" and "popping" noises that
distract from the speech information.

The noise is a

result of the phase discontinuities that are imposed on
the signal at the frame boundaries.
The result of setting the phase of all frequency
components equal to zero in each frame is shown in Figure
21c.

Drastic signal degradation is apparent in this

example.

Almost all pitch information is lost.

The
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resulting pitch is the frame rate of the signal.

The

audio distortion in this signal is a monopitch voice
signal with a synthetic,

"robotic" voice quality.

The

reason that the pitch is the frame rate can be seen in
Figure 22.

In Figure 22a, the first three frequency

c o mponents are assumed to have equal energy and are
displayed as three separate sine wave segments.

Each sine

wave starts every frame boundary at zero phase; therefore,
all three sine waves begin the frame in an increasing
direction.

The summation of these three frequency

components is shown in Figure 22b.

The summation of all

frequency components of the spectrum in a frame will
obviously result in a spike at each frame boundary similar
to those shown in Figure 21c.
Based on the above observations, it appears that
random default values are a better choice than any static
value.

The problem then becomes one of deciding which

phase bins will be quantized to values close to their
original values, and which phase bins will be given
default values.
Probability Density Functions
The range of values that each parameter can be
assigned in a PSC system must be carefully chosen to
maximize the performance.

A poor design could result in

only one value of a parameter being repetitively chosen.
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Figure 22.
Summation of Frequency Components When Phase
Equals Zero for All Frequency Components.
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For example, if the possible choices for gain are 100,
200, 300, and 400, but the system generally requires gain
values between 10 and 20, then the value of 100 will
always be chosen.

The extra bandwidth required to encode

four choices will be wasted; worse yet, the granularity
no ise for thi s poor design will be unacceptable.
Phase parameters are not subject to the range
problem of magnitude parameters.

The possible values for

phase in each frequency component spans the entire range
of possible phase values.

Therefore, the problem of phase

value ranges becomes one of deciding the performance level
of the system, not one of determining what the range of
values should be.
Corrector Formatting
Once the correctors have been determined in each
frame of the speech signal, they must be formatted into
bits for transmission across the communications channel.
It is only necessary to transmit one unique word per frame
for each unique combination of corrector parameter values.
Tables 1 and 2 show an example of the organization of a
corrector word.

In this example, one corrector per frame

is transmitted, and the phases of the first three
frequency bins are quantized each frame.

As Table 2

shows, there are sixteen choices for center frequency,
eight choices for width, and eight choices for gain.
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There are two choices for magnitude sign (positive and
negative).

Table 3 shows that each phase of the first

th ree frequency bins has eight choices.

The tables show

th e number of bits required for each corrector parameter.
Fo r t he t ypical parameter values given, typical bit
assignments for each parameter value are listed.

If the

corrector word is formatted in the sequence of {center
frequency; width; gain; sign; phase 1; phase 2; phase 3},
t he resulting correction word would be

"10010110100100011111."
TABLE 2
FORMATTING OF THE MAGNITUDE PORTION OF A CORRECTOR WORD.

Number of Choices

CENTER
FREQUENCY
16

WIDTH
8

4

3

Number of Bits
Typical Value
Typical Bit Value

GAIN
8

.s.J..GN
2
1

3

1000 Hz

200 Hz

1001

011

3 dB

Negative

010

0

TABLE 3
FORMATTING OF THE PHASE PORTION OF A CORRECTOR WORD.
PHASE 1
8

PHASE 2
8

PHASE 3
8

Number of Bits

3

3

3

Typical Value

7t

Number of Choices

Typical Bit Value

100

37t/4

-7t/4

011

111
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Frame Allocation
Many possibilities exist in the allocation of bit
resources in each frame.

There are three methods that can

be used to allocate bits to represent information.

These

methods are described below in order of increasing
complexity:

static, frame independent allocation; static,

frame dependent allocation; and dynamic allocation.
In static, frame independent bit allocation, the
corrector word follows a fixed, prescribed format every
frame.

Each parameter is given a fixed number of bits for

its value, and each parameter is updated every frame.
Static,

frame independent bit allocation requires a

minimum of hardware to implement the formatting of the
corrector word.
Static, frame dependent bit allocation allows
different frames to update different parameters.

The

corrector parameters which are to be updated in each frame
depend on the frame number.
example,

This could be useful, for

if a PSC system needs to have phase information

updated more often than magnitude information.

In this

hypothetical case, certain frames in a set can be assigned
in which both magnitude and phase is updated, and other
frames in the set can update only phase information.

The

set of frames remains constant, so that bit allocation in
a frame set does not vary.
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Dynamic allocation of bit resources in frames is
similar in technique to ATC (Papamichalis 1987, 178), and
it is the most complex of the algorithms.

In dynamic

allocation, the speech encoder requires some type of
signal properties extraction algorithm to determine which
parameters require updating.

The bits in the frame are

then primarily assigned to the parameter that needs to be
updated.

Additional overhead bits are required to

indicate to the decoder which parameters are to be updated
in each frame.

The advantage of this method is that the

bit resources can be utilized where they are needed most.

Performance in the Presence of Noise
As in all digital communications systems, low
sensitivity to noise is desirable.

Unfortunately, bit

errors can drastically change the action taken by the
Polar Spectrum Decoder, especially as it pertains to the
magnitude of the spectrum.

Errors in the phase of the

spectrum are relatively unimportant.

Since phase

information is not transmitted in a differential manner,
any errors in the decoder reference phase spectrum will
only affect the speech signal in one frame.

Errors in the

magnitude of the spectrum, however, can have major effects
on the quality of the speech.

This is true because

magnitude information is primarily differential, as has
been discussed.

Any error in the magnitude of the
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reference spectrum in the decoder will cause an error to
propagate indefinitely.

For example,

if an error causes

the decoder to set the magnitude of its reference spectrum
at 1000 Hz to 60dB instead of S0dB, there will be a l0dB
offset at that frequenc y from that time on, unless the
error is corrected.

The result will be that the 1000 Hz

frequency component will be heard at a level that is l0dB
higher than the level of the 1000 Hz frequency component
in the origianl speech signal.
There are two basic steps that can be taken to
improve the performance of the system in the presence of
channel noise.

The first thing that can be done to reduce

the problems resulting from noise is to reduce the noise
itself.

A second course of action is to make the PSC

system less sensitive to bit errors.
One way to reduce the noise that a PSC system is
subjected to is to incorporate a channel coder, such as a
block coder or a Viterbi coder, into the communication
system.

The channel encoder is positioned after the Polar

Spectrum .Encoder, and the channel decoder is positioned
before the Polar Spectrum Decoder.
A way to make a PSC system less sensitive to bit
errors is to frequently (perhaps during quiet speech)
reset the reference magnitude spectrums in both the
encoder and decoder simultaneously.

This starts both

reference magnitude spectrums over again with a "clean
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slate" so that errors are not propagated indefinitely.
This has the advantage that no e x~~ a information is
required to be sent to accomplish the synchronization
process, except for the message to reset the reference
magnitude spectrum.
Another possibility is to frequently send reference
signals that are absolute in nature instead of relative.
Every few frames, some information is transmitted that
indicates to the decoder the exact value to which some
portion of its reference magnitude spectrum should be set.
For example, a signal might be sent which tells the
decoder that its reference magnitude spectrum should be
"82 dB at 1000 Hz."

If the reference spectrum in the

decoder is already set at 82 dB at 1000 Hz, then no
corrective action is necessary.

On the other hand, any

discrepancy can be appropriately dealt with; in this way,
the decoder magnitude reference spectrum is gradually
modified until it once again recovers from previous
errors.

The disadvantage of this error-reduction

technique is that absolute values require more information
to be transmitted than relative values, thus increasing
the bandwidth required for speech communication.
A third method to reduce the sensitivity of a PSC
system to bit errors is to introduce "leakage" into the
corrector values, as is done with CVSD modulation
(Papamichalis 1987, 46).

In this method, the portions of
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the magnitude spectrum that are not currently being
modified by correctors gradually decrease in value.

The

effects of transmission errors eventually disappear.

The

proper amount of leakage will minimize the effects of
transmission errors relatively quickly but will not overly
stress the system to constantly modify the spectrum to
compensate for the leakage.
PSC Simulation Method
With all of the choices for a PSC implementation
that were previously detailed, time prevents
experimentation with all of the possible variations.
Therefore, certain parameters of a PSC system are assumed
in the simulation of PSC.

The results that are obtained

allow reasonable extrapolations to be made concerning some
of the other dimensions that can be explored in other PSC
implementations.
In all of the experiments, speech waveforms are
lowpass filtered at 4000 Hz and sampled at 8000 samples
per second.

Eight bits linear quantization is performed

on each sample.

Background noise is kept at least 40 dB

below the maximum value of the speech signal.
There is no transmitter or receiver in the
simulation.
decoded.

Instead, the speech is encoded and then

This has two effects on the simulation method.

First, there is no signal channel in which errors can be
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introduced; in order to simulate the effects of channel
noise, errors must be forced on the parameters in a random
manner.

Second, there is no need to format the parameters

for transmission.

The formatter portion of a PSC system

is ignored in the experiments.
Except where otherwise specified, all simulation
results are based on a rectangular magnitude corrector
shape.

This is done primarily for convenience.

However,

some preliminary work was also performed with a triangular
shape, with no noticeable difference in performance.
It is easier to talk about discrete frequency
components in terms of bins, and number the bins
consecutively.

For example, a start frequency of 1 and a

width of 3 means that the corrector starts at the first
frequency component and extends over three discrete
frequencies.

Most of the results will be discussed in

these terms.
Since a rectangular magnitude corrector is used for
most of the experiments, it is easier to specify a "start
frequency" instead of a "center frequency."

The corrector

starts on the start frequency bin and ends on the
frequency bin derived by the summation of the start
frequency and the width.

This change has no effect on the

performance of PSC.
The exhaustive search magnitude parameter selection
is used in all tests.

This method is chosen because it
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provides potentially better results and is easier to
simulate.

It is probably the :.- : thod of choice in a

hardware implementation as well.
The choice of start frequency selection is based on
a modified form of the method in which areas under the
error spectrum curve are minimized.
spectrum is given in decibels.

The magnitude of the

In the calculation of the

area under the error spectrum, it is desirable to give
more weight to an error that occurs in the frequency bins
that contain the most energy.

This is true because the

frequency bins with the most energy are the loudest and
most noticed by the listener.

Therefore, to place added

weight to the signal spectrum in the frequencies with more
energy, the magnitude of the spectrum is squared before
PSC processing takes place.

This has the effect of

increasing the error in the regions of high energy so that
PSC will tend to correct the high energy magnitudes.

To

reverse the distortion due to the squaring process, the
square root of the magnitude of the reference spectrum is
taken at the end of the PSC algorithm.
Gain is specified by specific number values.
example of a gain value is "1600."

An

Gain is always

specified to mean the increase or decrease of the spectrum
magnitude; the magnitude is in units of (dB)

2

•

Gain is

always explicitly specified, as opposed to a system in
which gain is implied but not transmitted.
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Frequency selections for phase quantizations are
made with the "lowest frequency components" algorithm.
Since formants generally reside in lower frequency bins,
this method should produce good results.

It also saves

channel bandwidth since the frequencies that are to be
quantized are known to the decoder.

The "greatest

magnitude" algorithm was tried but did not seem to deliver
performance that was worth the resultant higher bit rate.
Default phase values are given random values.

Good

results are obtained with this default method.
Frame allocation is based on static, frame
independent allocation.

This method is the easiest to

simulate, but it also seems to provide better performance
than more complex schemes that were tried.

Several

experiments were run with static, frame dependent
allocation, but the results were not encouraging.

Simulation Tools
All simulation work was performed on a VAX 11/780.
The programs to perform PSC and related testing were
written {n FORTRAN 77.

Interactive Laboratory System

(ILS) software was used for Fourier transforms and
displays of time and frequency domain waveforms.

DEC-LPA

microcode was used for D/A and A/D conversions.
Appendix 1 gives an overview of the simulation
software.

A user's guide for PSC simulation is contained
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in Appendix 2; several performance examples are given in
Appendix 3.

The PSC simulation program, listed in

Appendix 4, performs PSC on a segment of speech under the
user's control;

Appendix 5 shows the SNR measurement

program used in this research.

Translation files to allow

speech files to be passed between ILS and ASCII are
contained in Appendix 6.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimentally Derived Probability Density Functions
In order to determ i ne the range of values that
should be given to each magnitude parameter, probability
density functions were computed experimentally.

The

number of times the algorithm chose each possible value
was recorded.

This data allowed intelligent choices to be

made concerning the values allowed for each magnitude
parameter.

The original speech waveform used for a test

case is shown in Figure 23.

Table 4 shows the range of

values allowed for gain, width, and start frequency.

In

Figure 24, probability density functions are shown for
gain, width, and start frequency.

The probability density

function for the width parameter has a negative slope, but
the probability density function for the start frequency
parameter is complex.

The gain parameter probability

density function has a decaying exponential shape.

There

is more redundancy in the gain parameter, but the higher
gain values allow the reference spectrum to be quickly
corrected when the signal varies quickly.
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TABLE 4
RANGE OF VALUES FOR THE MAGNITUDE PARAMETERS FOR THE TEST
CASE OF EIGHT VALUES FOR GAIN, EIGHT VALUES FOR THE WIDTH,
AND SIXTEEN VALUES FOR START FREQUENCY.
VALUE
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

GAIN dB 11 2

WIDTH

400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200

START FREQUENCY

1

1

2
3

2

4

3
4

5

5

6

6

8

7
8

12

9

10

10

11

11

12
13
14
15
16

12
13
14
15
16

Objective Measurements of Parameter Sensitivities
In order to obtain objective measurements of the
sensitivity of the performance to various parameters in a
PSC coder, a baseline system was chosen against which
others could be compared.

The chosen baseline has the

following characteristics, which have been previously
discussed:
•

Excitation is a low-pitched female voice

•

Speech segment shown in Figure 20

•

Low pass filter at 4000 Hz

•

Eight-bit samples at 8000 samples per second

•

64 samples per frame

•

Rectangular corrector

•

One corrector per frame
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•

Exhaustive search magnitude parameter selection

•

Center frequency based on modified area method

•

Squared spectrum magnitude for computation

•

"Lowest frequency" method phase quantization .

Table 5 gives other characteristics of the baseline
system.
TABLE 5
BASELINE PSC SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS.
NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
VALUES EACH PARAMETER CAN HAVE, AND THE NUMBER OF BITS
REQUIRED PER FRAME.
NUMBER OF

PARAMETER
Gain
Start freqency
Width
Corrector sign
Phase (bin 1)
Phase (other bins)

No. bins guantized

POSSIBLE VALUES

NUMBER OF
BITS REQUIRED
3
4
3
1
1

8

16
8

2
2
16
16

4 each

61 total

Number of bits required per frame

72

The number of frames per second is 125:
8000 samples/second+ 64 samples/frame= 125 fps.
Wit ~

7

2 bits per frame transmitted, the bit rate is 9000

bps:
72 bits/frame x 125 frames/second

9000 bps.

Signal to Noise Ratio versus Segmental SNR
The SNR is a better measure of the performance of
PSC than :_ .1e segmental SNR.

In experiments using both

measures, the SNR measure tracked the perceptual quality
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of the speech much better than did the segmental SNR.
This is the opposite of the result that is expected based
on literature that is commonly available.

Two possible

explanations for this occurrence are presented here.
First, the measures were taken on speech segments that had
no silence intervals, because this is not as important as
the performance during non-silence intervals.

It is in

the silence segments that the segmental SNR gives superior
performance over the SNR.

Second, the segmental SNR

weights the importance of all intervals equally.
Therefore, it does not place a greater emphasis on the
louder portions of the speech, in which it is more
important to get an accurate reconstruction of the speech.
The result of these two characteristics of segmental SNR
is that the segmental SNR tends to be fairly constant over
a wide range of parameter values and ranges.

The SNR, on

the other hand, tends to track the various parameter
combinations in an intuitively pleasing manner.
Therefore, the SNR measure is the one used on PSC.
Corrector Gain
Figure 25 shows the effects of various numbers of
gain values on the SNR for a female speaker.

As the range

of values from which the corrector can choose increases,
the SNR tends to increase.

However, the increase is not

as rapid as with some of the other parameters.

This is
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Figure 25.
Effects of Gain, Width, and Start Frequency
on the Signal to Noise Ratio.
Female Speaker.
Bit
Rates Shown in Small Type.
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true for a male speaker also, as seen in Figure 26.

Gain

is therefore seen to be a relatively insensitive parameter
in a PSC system.

Corrector Width
The effects of various numbers of width values on
the SNR for a female speaker are seen in Figure 25.
general,

In

the SNR rapidly increases with an increase in the

range of width values in the PSC system.

The effects of

width on a male speaker are shown in Figure 26.

Width is

a relatively sensitive parameter.
Corrector Start Frequency
An unusual result is obtained by varying the number
of start frequency values.

As Figure 25 shows, the SNR

decreases as the number of start frequency choices
increases.

A close examination of the particular speech

segment used in the experiment,
explains this anomaly.

shown in Figure 23, helps

The waveform has primarily

low-frequency components.

Therefore,

it can be best

defined if the range of start frequencies is contained in
the lower frequency bands.

Also,

formants are located in

the lower frequency bands.

It is important that a PSC

system spend more channel bandwidth resources correctly
modeling the formants than correctly synthesizing higher
frequencies.

The algorithm often chooses higher frequency

components if they are available, and this causes a
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degradation of the waveform.

A similar result is obtained

for a male speaker, as shown in Figure 26.
Number of Phase Bins and Phase Quantization
The number of phase bins that are quantized, and
not given random values, radically affects the SNR.
Figure 27 shows the SNR of the reconstructed female speech
for various numbers of phase bins quantized to four or
eight levels.

As the number of quantized phase bins

increases, the SNR increases.

The gain in SNR is even

more dramatic when the phases are quantized to sixteen
values, as shown in Figure 28 for the female speaker and
in Figure 29 for the male speaker.
A summary plot of the effects of various numbers of
quantized phase bins for the female speaker is given in
Figure 30.

In this plot, it is seen that the quantization

of phase bins is not very important when only one or two
phase bins are quantized.

However, as more phase bins are

quantized, the formant frequencies are also quantized,
causing a dramatic jump in the SNR when four or more phase
bins are quantized.

Also, as more phase bins are

quantized, the number of quantization levels becomes more
influential on the SNR.
Number of Correctors per Frame
The number of correctors that are generated per
frame determines, to a large degree, the SNR.

Consider
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the results shown in Figure 31.

As the number of

correctors in each frame increases, the SNR increases
asymptotically to a value of around 20 dB.

For this

speech segment, very little is gained by increasing the
number of correctors per frame greater than three; the
additional bits could be better used for other parameters.
Figure 32 displays PSC waveforms with one, two, and five
correctors per frame; the original waveform is shown in
Figure 23.
An interesting characteristic of PSC is shown in
Figure 33, where the gain parameter probability density
functions are plotted for different numbers of correctors
per frame.

As the number of correctors per frame

increases, the gain values that are picked begin to
cluster around the lowest values.

This is understandable

because after the first corrector in each frame has been
computed,

each additional corrector in the frame is used

to refine the spectrum to a lesser extent.

Therefore,

smaller gains are chosen.
Frame Length
It is difficult to obtain a relationship between
frame lengths and performance because bit rates change for
different lengths, numbers of correctors, and numbers of
phases quantized.

However, the performance appears to be

constant with frame lengths of 64,

128, 256, and 512
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100
samples per frame, given approximately equivalent bit
rates.

Therefore, frame length is not an especially

sensitive parameter in PSC.

Subjective Measurements
Informal listening tests indicate that SNR
measurements are an accurate means to measure the
subjective quality of PSC speech.

As the SNR increases,

the quality of the speech rises accordingly.

At 1200 bits

per second, the speech is severely degraded but is mostly
intelligible.

Synthetic quality speech is obtained at

between 2400 and 4800 bits per second.

Speech that

approaches communication quality is obtained at 9600 bits
per second.

Performance in the Presence of Noise
The performance of PSC in the presence of noise is
plotted in Figure 34.

Random bit errors, at controlled

bit error percentage rates, were forced into the simulated
corrector word before the speech was reconstructed.

The

drop in SNR for increasing bit error rates appears to be
linear on the logarithmic SNR plot.

The slope is around

-1.7 dB per percent bit error rate.

Displays of actual

PSC waveforms with no error, two percent bit errors, and
eight percent bit errors are shown in Figure 35.
original speech waveform is shown in Figure 23.

The
As is

seen, the waveform is still recognizable with a bit error
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rate of two percent.

However, a bit error rate of eight

percent causes the waveform to lose most of its original
character.
Comparison of PSC to LPC-10
In its current state, PSC does not match the
performance of LPC-10 with respect to the quality of the
speech coded at 2400 bits per second.

LPC-10 provides

speech that is very intelligible and fairly natural
sounding.

At 2400 bits per second, PSC provides

intelligible speech; but the signal contains popping
noises and other discontinuities that are not present in
reconstructed LPC-10 speech.

There is potential, however,

for significant improvements in the performance of PSC.
Only a small subset of all possible avenues of research in
PSC have been explored.
Directions for Further Research
The results of the research performed to date shed
some light on which directions for future experimentation
might be intelligent choices.

Goals of future research

could be a reduction in the required bit rate for a given
speech quality, better speech quality for a given bit
rate, or both.
One change to the algorithm that might be fruitful
is to always quantize the phase bins that correspond to
the frequency components of the sampled speech with the
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highest energy levels.

Although this is obviously

desirable, it has the disadvantage that the frequency
values which contain the highest energies must be
transmitted along with the phase information.

An easy

method to resolve the problem is to quantize the phase
bins that correspond to the highest evergy levels of the
reference spectrum; the receiver can calculate for itself
the frequency bins with the highest energy levels.
Some method for grading PSC systems needs to be
developed.

There is such a wide range of choices for

parameters and bit rates that it is difficult to measure
the quality of two different PSC systems if they require
different bit rates.

Perhaps a "SNR

+

transmission rate"

ratio would be a fair measurement.
One of the limitations of the current PSC design is
that it does not effectively exploit the correlation of
the phases from frame to frame.

It is easier to take

advantage of the magnitude correlation because high
correlation means that the magnitude does not change
appreciably between frames.

Even with high correlation,

however, phases have very different values each frame.
Another problem with PSC is that it causes phase
discontinuities at each frame boundary due to the phase
quantization process.

This results in noise which is

objectionable in speech.
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There are two possibilities for overcoming these
problems.

First, predictors can be computed which predict

the value of the phase of a frequency component in future
frames based on past frame values.

This might require

less bits than the current method of transmitting a
quantized version of the phase each frame.

Second, a

hybrid coder system can be tried in which PSC is used to
encode the spectrum magnitude and a suitable vocoder
system is used to reconstruct the phases.
As an example of a hybrid system, PSC can be used
in conjunction with LPC.

The hybrid system can take

advantage of the strengths of each type of coder.
be used to encode the spectrum envelope.

PSC can

Pitch detectors

and voiced/non-voiced decisions can be made with a subset
of an LPC algorithm.

The potential advantage here is that

PSC provides a better estimate of the spectrum envelope at
a lower bandwidth cost, and LPC

(and other vocoders)

reconstruct the phase with no discontinuities while
requiring no phase information to be sent over the
channel.
Experimentation with different frame allocation
schemes should result in some performance gains.

Some

parameter values require updates more often than others.
Center frequency and width,
updates each frame.

for example, probably require

Gain, on the other hand, might not

require updates at the frame rate.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1
PSC SIMULATION SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
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Several software programs are used to simulate PSC.
These programs fall into one of three categories:

ILS

software; PSC algorithm and related software; and data
format translation programs.

Figure 36 gives an overview

of the procedure to be followed for typical PSC simulation
exercises.

The first step consists of obtaining a speech

sample for processing; ILS software is used for this step.
A polar FFT is performed on the speech segment, and ILS
provides the software for this.

The spectral file must be

converted to an ASCII format before PSC processing can be
performed.

To do this, REC_FFT_TO_DAT.FOR is run.

PSC.FOR is the program to perform the actual PSC
algorithm on the ASCII version of a polar FFT of the
speech signal.

PSC.FOR prompts the user for parameter

PSC.FOR requires as little as a few seconds to

values.

run if the parameters are simple and the speech sample is
short.

If the parameters are complex and there are many

samples

(on the order of 500), then several hours might be

required.

The PSC file that is generated by PSC.FOR must

be reconverted back into ILS format with the
FFT TO DAT SAM.COM command file.

An inverse FFT is

computed with ILS, and the reconstructed speech is ready
for display or listening.

Additionally, the SNR of the

time domain speech waveform can be computed.

To compute

the SNR, the time domain waveform must first be translated
into ASCII format.

REC SAM TO DAT.FOR performs the
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Speech Input

Obtain speech
sample
(ILS)

Compute polar FFT
(ILS)

Convert to ASCII file
(REC_FFT_TO_DAT.FOR)

PSC Coding
(PSC. FOR)

Convert to ILS file
(FFT DAT TO SAM.COM)

Convert to ASCII file
(REC_SAM_TO_DAT.FOR)

Compute inverse
FFT
(ILS)

Compute the SNR
(SNR. FOR)

..

,,
Reconstructed
Speech

H

SNR Values

Figure 36.
Procedure for PSC Simulation, Showing the
Associated Software Tools Required.
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translation.
program.

The SNR is calculated with the SNR.FOR

APPENDIX 2
PSC SIMULATION SAMPLE RUNS
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Two sample runs of PSC simulation are presented
here to aid the user in the use of the simulation tools.
In the first sample run, the input speech segment contains
100 frames with 64 samples per frame.
is 8000 Hz.

The sampling rate

A display of the speech segment is shown.

When PSC.FOR is run, two correctors per frame are chosen.
Each corrector quantizes gain (magnitude) to four levels,
width to four levels, and phase values to eight levels.
Sixteen start frequencies are available, and the first
five frequency bins have their phases quantized.

The

resulting transmission rate is 3750 bits per second.

The

reconstructed speech segment is shown.
The speech segment used in the second run contains
50 frames with 64 samples per frame.
shown displayed.

All 50 frames are

The sampling rate is 3000 Hz.

run, only one correcter per frame is allowed.

In this
Each

corrector quantizes gain to two levels, width to four
levels, and phases to four levels.

Eight frequencies are

available for start frequencies, and the lowest four phase
bins are quantized.
second.

The transmission rate is 644 bits per

A display of the first 30 frames of the

reconstructed speech is shown.
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The first comparison was made between PSC and PCM
for roughly equivalent intelligibility qualities.

The PCM

reference algorithm used eight-bit samples at a rate of
10,000 samples per second.

The two algorithms provided

equivalent intelligibility.

The PSC speech produced more

audible noise in the form of "clicks" and "pops."
speech had no audible distortion.

The PCM

Table 6 gives the

parameters of the two algorithms used in the first
comparison.
TABLE 6
PARAMETERS USED IN ALGORITHM COMPARISON 1
PARAMETER

Sample Rate
Filter Cutoff
Bit Rate
Samples Per Frame

POLAR
SPECTRUM CODING

PULSE CODE
MODULATION

10,000/sec

10,000/sec

4.91 KHz

4.91 KHz

28,438 bps

80,000 bps

64

Correctors Per Frame

8

Levels Corr. Magnitude

4

Levels Corr. Width

8

Bins Covered by Corr.
Phase Quant. Levels
Phase Bins Quantized

32
8

32
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A second comparison was made between PSC and PCM
for roughly equivalent intelligibility qualities.

The PCM

reference algorithm used eight-bit samples at a rate of
2500 samples per second.

The two algorithms provided

equivalent intelligibility.

The PSC speech produced more

audible noise in the form of "clicks" and "pops."

Both

algorithms produced distortion due to the low sampling
rate and filter cutoff frequency.

Table 7 gives the

parameters of the two algorithms used in the second
comparison.
TABLE 7
PARAMETERS USED IN ALGORITHM COMPARISON 2

PARAMETER

POLAR
SPECTRUM CODING

PULSE CODE
MODULATION

Sample Rate

2500/sec

2500/sec

Filter Cutoff

1.24 KHz

1.24 KHz

10,530 bps

20,000 bps

Bit Rate
Samples Per Frame

64

Correctors Per Frame

16

Levels Corr. Magnitude

4

Levels Corr. Width

8

Bins Covered by Corr.
Phase Quant. Levels
Phase Bins Quantized

32
8

32
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A third comparison was made between PSC and PCM for
roughly equivalent transmission bit rates.

The PCM

reference algorithm used eight-bit samples at a rate of
2500 samples per second.

The PSC speech was more

intelligible than the PCM speech, but produced audible
noise in the form of "clicks" and "pops."

The PCM speech

had distortion due to the low sample rate and filter
cutoff frequency,

and was less intelligible.

Table 8

gives the parameters of the two algorithms used in the
third comparison.
TABLE 8
PARAMETERS USED IN ALGORITHM COMPARISON 3

PARAMETER
Sample Rate
Filter Cutoff
Bit Rate
Samples Per Frame

POLAR
SPECTRUM CODING
10,000/sec

2500/sec

4.91 KHz

1.24 KHz

20,280 bps

20,000 bps

64

Correctors Per Frame

6

Levels Corr. Magnitude

4

Levels Corr. Width

8

Bins Covered by Corr.
Phase Quant. Levels
Phase Bins Quantized

PULSE CODE
MODULATION

32
8

22
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C
C

PSC. This pro9ra• takes a data file and perfor•s Polar
Spectru• Codin9 on it.
lli ■ ension H't'<Sl4 l , S<SOOOO>, l<Ef<257), El<f<<257>, PHASE<257>
,-Ji•ensior, ISG<256 l , 1S0(256l, 1Sf ( 256), IRF<'.256l
d1~ens1on TEHP <257 >, COR<257), PBIN(64 l
d i •er, s 1or, I G<6 4 ) , Q <8 l , If <25 6 l
character*l6 NAHEI,NAHEO
int e9e r *4 I f((Al'iE, IWNNUN, SE ED, IGQUANT, IO QUANT, I FOUANT, I PQUANT
inte3er*4 INAXBIN, KEEPBINl, NSAHPLES
inte3er*4 HAGPHASE, NHAGS, NPHASES, NCOf<kECTOf<, NSAHPLEf<ATE

1 10

Il l
140

10 0

forN3t1Al6l
for•at(A,$ J
rua-it(l6>
wr1t~(6,lll) ' Polar FFT data file to be processed:
ru,H 5,110 >NAME I
write<6,llll ' P.S.C. tile na ■ e:
re~d(5,110JHANEO
wr1te<6,lll> Sa ■ ples p~r second:
read<S, l40>HSAHPLERATE
write <6,lll) ' Nu ■ ber at sa•ples per tra•e:
read<5,l40lHSAHPLES
write <6 ,llll' NuMber of fra ■ es:
re1d(5, 140) !f((AHE
writ~<6,llll ' HuMber of correctors per tra•e <l-10):
read<5,l40>HCOkkECTOk
wr1te(6,lll ) ' t Levels •a9n1tude 1s quantized to <2**N,N ~0-61 :
read(S, 140) lGQUANT
wr1t1<6,llll ' t Levels corrector width 1s quantized to <l, 2,4,8):
read(5, 1401 IUOUAHT
write<6,lll) ' t frequencies searched for corr freq <2**N,N=0-8,:
re3d<5, 140 >IFOUANT
write(6,lll) ' t Levels phase 1s quantized to <2**N,N=0-6):
re :id<S, 140 >!POUAHT
wr1te16,llll ' Hi9hest phase bin to be quantized (N=l-1291:
rea,j(S, 140) IHAXBIN
open 1unit=l,na•e=NANEI,status='OLD ' ,forM= ' fOkHATTED ' ,re~donly >
open <unit=2,na ■ e=HAHEO,status='HEW ' ,for•= ' FORHATTED' l
XG=IGOUANT
1chan9e to real value for LOG function
XO.a IOOUAHT
Xf'=IPOUANT
XF = IFOUANT
f:HP& IHl=O
1f <IHAX8IN.GE.l> KEEPBlNl=l
lb1ts per fra•~ for ■ a9, includin9 si9n of correctorls)
XBITS=<l+<LOG<XG)+LOG<XQl+LOG<Xfl)/LOG<2.0>>*NCORRECTOR
1total bits per fra ■ e, includin9 l bit phase bin no. l
XBITS•XBITS+ <LOG!XP)/LOG(2.0>>*< IHAXBIH-ll+KEEPBINl
XBITS=XBITS,<NSAHPLERATE/NSAHPLES>
wr1te<A,*l ' Nu ■ ber of PSC bits per second is ' ,XBITS
!COUNT= l
1 t of data eleMents <•a9 & phase)
HAGPHASE=NSAHPLES+2
per fr3•e
NHAGS=HAGPHASE / 2
NPHASES=NAGPHASE / 2
1read in all fra11es
do Il=l,IfkAHE
read(l,*.end=900) <TR't'(ll, I=l,HAGPHASEI
do Ja.l,HAGf'HASE
1 write data into array SBIG
SI !ClJUN!l=TIIY ( JI
IClJUNT . [COUNT~l
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end do
er,,j ,jo

900

continue
1
91t 9a1n coeft1c1ents
IDIV=LO G<XG> I LOG< ~. v> +l
IGNONINAL=2048
do I=- 1, ID IV
IGNOnIHAL=IGNOMINAL / 2
e nd do
.:lo I=l, IGOUANT
JG! Il=IGHllMIHAL
wrnTE Ut,A ) , I, IG( ll ' , l,IG <ll
IGHOnlNAL=IGN ONIHALA2
er,d ,jo
0 < l J =l

0(3 )=2
0(2) =3
(l ( 5) =4

0 < 4 l =S

0(6 ) =6
o< n =B
0 ( 8)=12
do I ~l,IPOUANT 1 9et phaie coeff1c1ents
PBIN <1>=<< 6.283185All / lPOUAHT>-3.l41593
end do

1

PBIN 1s 2PI d1v1ded

!SAVE =l
IC OUNT=l
do K=l,lfRAME
'expands the aa9nitude scale
do J~l,NrH,GS
1f <S<ICOUNTJ .LT. 0.0> S<ICOUNTl=0.00001
S1 ICOUNT >=S! ICOUHTlH2.0
ICOUHT =JCOUHT+ 2
en ,j ,1o
er,d do
.:lo l=l,NMA GS
1 1n1t1alize reference spectru ■
l<H< ! l =O
e r, ,j do

so ■ ewhat

SEEli =400003
!COUNT=!
1 00 PSC ON EACH FRAN£
1 do PSC on the phases of each trd~e
do J=l,IfRAMl
1 r1ndo ■ 1ze
Jo K= 2,NPHASES
phase bins
~HA Sl(K l• I RAN<SEEDi•3.14159265A2)-3.14159265
e r,d ,jo
I update phase ot' 1st freq t,rn w1 U , p1 or 0
I COUNT= I SAVE• l
1f ! KEEPBIHl.EO. ll PHASE!l>=S!ICOUNT)
1UPDATE=3
1f< INAXBIN.LT.2> 9oto 25
,jo 1=2, IMAXBIN
1 update PHASE bin
ICOUHT=IS~VE•IUPDATE
I
PHASE( ll=S ( ICOUHT>
1 init1alize to hi9her than pi
XMINDIFF=4.0
,jo K=l, IPOUAHT
lfir,d closest tit to .1 ctu,l ph3se
X[1 IH=ABS <PHASE ( I )-PB IN! 1: ) l
1f <XDIFF .LT. XNINDIFF> MIHDIFF=K
1f <XDIFF .LT . XMINDiff ) XNINDIFF=XDIFF
end ,Jo
f'HA Sl! !l=PBIN<NINDIFfl
!quantize phase btn
IUf'DATE=IUf'DATE+2
'index Lo neKL phase bin 1n file
end ,jo
contin•Je
!set ICOUHT to 1st phase of fra ■ e
ICOUNt=ISAVE+l
'write f'HASE into phase p~rt of S
do t: =I, NPHASE S

by 8
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S <ICOUHT l =PHASE< KJ
ICOUHT=ICUUHI+2
enJ Jo
1 do
do 1~=1,HCORRECIOR
HCORkECIOk 1a9n1tuJe correctors e3ch
1 do PSC oro the 1a9n1tude 1n each fr11e
ICOUHI=ISAVE
,Jo I"l,H11Ai:iS
1 calculate error spectru ■
EkR< Il=S< ICOUHTl-kEF< ll
ICOUHT=ICOUHT+2
er,,j ,jo
AkEAMIH=lOOOOOOOOO
Hf'Z=-1
do IPZ=l,2
ltry poles, then zeros
1 to99les between poles,
NPZ=HPZk - 1
zeros
I try each 0
do IO'-l, ICWUAHI
1 try each frequency
do IFREO=l,IfOUAHT
I try each 9a1r,
do IGA IH=l, IGOUAHT
1 1n1t11l1ze TEHP to Ekk
do ITEl1P=l,H11AGS
TEMP(lTEHPl=ERk<ITEHPl
en,j do
IEHlJCOki=IfkEO+O< IOl-1
1t \ IEHOCORR . Gt. IFOUAHT l IEHDCOkk= IFOUANT
do M=IFREO,IEHDCOkk
ladd/sub corrector
TEMP<M>=TEHP(Hl-HPZklG< !GAIN>
end do
AkEA=O
1 9et area under curve
do 11=1,HHAGS
AREA=ABS<TEHP<H>>+AREA
er,,j do
1! 1A~lA .LT.AREAHIH I then
HEWPZ=NPZ
HOVALUE=O <IO l
NFREO= IFI<EQ
HG=IG< IGAIHI
AIIEAM IH=AREA
end 1f
1 end '3i l r, loop
er,d ,jo
1 en,j freq loop
en,j ,jo
1 end a loop
er,J do
1 er,d p/z loop
end do

WRIIE<k,kl ' Fra~e,Corr ,O,F ,G = ' ,J,12,NOVALUE,NFREO,NG
IEHDCORll=HFREO+NUVALUE-1
it'< IENlJCORR • GI. IFOUANT l IENDCOkk= IFOUAHT
1 add corrector to ref spectrum
do I=HfllEO,IENlJCOkk
REF<Il=kEF<ll+NEWPZANG
en,j do
end do

~

l

ICOUNT=ISAVE
do l-'l,HHA(jS 'copy REF ir,to HAGPHASE-value S
it <kEf< II .Lt. 0.0> REF< ll=0.00001
5( ICOUNTl=REF<IlAA0.5 •co ■ presses the scale back
ICOUHT=ICOUNT+2
er,d do
lSAVE=ISAVE+MAGPHASE
er..1 do
ISIAkT= l
IEH1J=l1AGPHASE
,jo I<= 1, IfkAME
wnlf..<2,Al 1S<I>, I=ISTAkI,IENDl
lSTAkT=ISTART+HAGPHASE
IEHDaIEND+l1AGPHASE
er,d do
stop
end

tra ■ e
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C
C
C
C

frogra ■ SNR.fOR.
This pro9ra• calculates the Siqnal to Noise katio
between a sa ■ pled data tile created by the ILS
progra• and a Polar Spectru ■ Coding file.
111 p 11 c 1

t r, or, e

i nteger 1,J, k ,il,L, ■ ,n,nctx,1xstart,1co•pare,1ystart,irepeat
integer 1y end,nxstart,nco•pare,nystart,•start,•end
ch aracter * l 6 NX,NY,NSNk
real X<800 0) , Y<8000,S01,R<8000,50 >,TRY<8000 )
real RVAR <50), XVAR,RHEAN<SO>,XMEAN,SNRdB ( 50), XENEkG Y<O:lOO >
re1l YHEAN<SO>,YENERGY1lOOl,SCALE,RVARTEHP
lll
11 0
14 0

f or•at <A,J l
!or•at<A8 )
f or•at <14 )
wr1te <6,lll ) ' Enter the
signal tile:
read(S,llO>NX
wr1te<6,lll l ' Enter the
signal fil~:
re 1 ,H S , l l O> HY
wr1te <6,llll ' Enter the SNR output file:
read ( S,llO l NSNk
wr1te<6,lll l ' Starting fra•e of X file to be comp a red:
re id <5, 140) NXSTART
wr1te<6,lll l ' Nu• ber ot tra•es ot
file to be compared:
read< 5 ,140 l NCOHfAkE
wr1te <6,lll) ' Nu•ber of fra•es 1n
tile repeated 1n Y fi l e: '
read ( S, 140 l lkEPEAT
wr1te1 G,lll l ' Starting tra•e of Y file to be compared:
read 15,l4 0) Nt STAkT
wr 1te <6 ,ll ll ' CT X =
re1 ,ll S,l40lNCTX
a per, 1u n1t=l,na•e=NX,status= ' OL[1 ' ,tor11= ' FOkHATTED ' ,rea,for,ly )
o pen l un1t=2,na•e=NY,st1tus= ' OLD ' ,tor11= ' FORHATTED ' ,reado nly l
0 pen <un1t =3 ,na•e=NSNR,status= ' NEW ' ,fora= ' FORHATTED ' >
IXSTAkT= <NXSTART-ll*NCTX
ICOHPARE=NCOHPARE*NCTX
I YSTAkT= <NYSTART-ll*NCTX+l
l kEfEAT=IREPEAT*NCT X
1fut data up to l fra•e before starting sa ■ ple of X file
ir, b1 t bucket
1f <NXSTART.GT. 2> then
re1d <l,*,er,d=90l) <TRY<l ) , l=l,IXSTAkT>
end 1!
contir,ue
' Get X data tt,at will t,e used for coaparisun to Y data,
1 1ncludin9 l traae before 1tartin9 traae and l fra•e after
1 11ndin9 tra•e
read<l,*,end=90 0) (X ( I), l=l,ICOHPAkE>
read(l , *,en,j=900) <X<I >, I=l , t~CTX>
read<l,*,end=900 > <X<I>, I=l,NCTX)
c ur,t ir,ue
1

'Jv l

00

••1

GET THE HEAN AND VARIANCE OF X, AND THE ENERGY IN EACH FRAHE OF x
I: =l
XHEAN=O
do I~O,HCOHPARE+l
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XENEkGY ( l l =o
do Jcl ,NCTX
XENH<G Y< I)= XENERGY ( I) +A&S ( X0( >>/NC!X
XMEAN=XNEAN+X(K)
t: =K + l

end ,fo
en,j ,jo
XNEAN=XMEAN / ICOMPAkE
XVAw =O
,jo I= l, ICOIIPAH
X( I J=X( I)-XMEAN
XVAli(=XVAli(+(X( l)H2)
er,d do
write(ll,11) '

Wk!TE <ll,A) ' XVAk,X(I)
XVAk=XVAk/ICOIIPARE

C

tnorMil1ze X by the •ean
1 1et the var1Jnce
kVAR
' ,XVAR,X< I>

SNR(dij} '

IYEND=I YSTART+ICONPARE
•Get Y diti thit will be used 1n co ■ par1son - - 2 -di ■ ensional
1 27 1st t1 ■ es X data is repeated 1n Y file
do J=l,27
reid (2 ,A,end=902 ) <TkY<I>, l=l,lf<EPEAT)
I= l
YNEAN<JJ=O
do K= IYSTART, IYEND
Y< l,J l =TflY<K>
YMEAN(J>=YMEAN(Jl+Y( l,J>
l= I+ l
er..1 °10
YNEAN<J J=Y MEAN(Jl/ICOMPARE
,fo l =l, !COMPARE
!nor ■ al1ze Y by the •ean
Y<I,J J=Y< l,Jl-YMEAN <J>
end do
NORN~LlZE Y TO THE SAME ENERGY LEVELS THAT ARE lN X
f; = l

do l"l ,NCOMPAf<E
YENEr!G Y< ll=O
do L=l,NCTX
YENl:RGY <I>=YENERGY< l l +A&S<Y(l<,Jl l / NCTX
t: =K + I
end do
1tnd do
K=l
M=l
■ stirt=l
■ end=NCTX

do 1-1,NCONPAkE
SCAl.l::=XENERGY< l)/YENERGY< I>
do L.al,NCTX
Y(K,Jl=Y<K,J>IISCALE
K=K +l
er,d do
wr1te<3,*l <Y <L,J>, L= ■ stirt, ■ end)
■ start= ■ stirt+NCTX
■ end= ■ er,d+NC

rX

902

er..:! do
end do
continue

C

CALCULATI:: ERROR (kl, MEANS, VARIANCES, AND SNR
X and Y 1lre3dy hive zero Me3n, so R=X-Y will h1ve zero •~~n

C

For each set of fri ■ es, !ind •1n1•uM variance or k by sl1d1n9 x
relative to Y and calculatin9 viriance until ■ 1n1 ■~• 1s found
do J"l,27
1 Biq nu ■ ber
RVAk ( J) =l OOOO~OOOO
used for first co•par1son
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10 K=l,HCTX*2

1 Slide X over 2-rr1 ■ e w1naow
L=K
do l=-1, ICONl'Al!E
R< l,J>=X<L>-Y< l,Jl
L=L+l
er,d do
RVAi<TLMf'=O
,1 o I~ l , IC O11 f' ARE
kVAkTEMP=RVARTENP+<R<I,JlA*2l
end do
if <WVARTE/11'.LT.RVAR(Jl > RVAR<Jl=RVARTEMP
end ,jo
end do
do J=l ,27
RVAk<J>=RVAR(Jl/ICONf'ARE
er,,j do
write<*,*> '
i<VAic
SNR(d8) '
write(3,ltl '
RVAR
SHR(d&I '
,jo J-1,27
SHRd&<J>=lOALOG<<XVAic/RVAR<Jll+0.00000001)
write<A,AlJ,RVAR(Jl,SHRdB(Jl
write<3,AlJ,i<VAR<J>,SNRdB<J>
erod do
write(A,Al ' XVAR
',XVAic
write(3,Al
XVAR
' ,XVAR

close(l>
close<2>
close<3>
stop
er,d

APPENDIX 6
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There are three translation programs used in PSC
simulations.

REC FFT TO DAT.FOR translates an ILS record

of a polar FFT into ASCII code.

FFT DAT TO SAM.COM is a

command file which translates an ASCII polar FFT file into
a sampled ILS file.

It is shown for 64 samples per frame.

For other values of CTX, the "33" in the line that reads
wrt sp33,2,3000,8000 .
should be changed to a value of (CTX+2)+1.

The

REC SAM_TO_DAT.FOR program translates an ILS record time
domain file into ASCII code.
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C

PROGRAM kEC_ffT_TO_DAT. This pro9ra ■ takes 1 record data file
created by ILS and converts it to ~n ASCII data file.

d111ens1on
char .1 cter*l6
1nte9erH
110
lll
112

910

TRY<l28l, DIN<SOOOO>, DOUT<SOOOO l
NANEl,NANEO
HRAl1£

for ■ al (Al
for ■ at<A,$l

foraat(I4 l
wr1te<6,llll ' Enter
rea,j (S, l lO >NANEI
wr1lel6,llll ' Enter
readCS,llO>HANEO
wr1tel6,llll ' Enter
read<S, 11'.Zl lfl<Al1E
wr1t~(6,llll ' Enter
read<S,11::!>NCTX

the or19inal record f1l~ to be processed •
the ASCII tile
the

nu ■ ber

the

fra ■ e

na ■ e

of record

tra ■ es

len9lhj CTX=

open < un1t = l,na ■ e=HANEI,status='OLD' ,fora='UNFORNATTED' ,readonlyl
open lun1t=2,naae=HAl1EO,statYs='HEW',tor ■ ='FORl1ATTED' >
K=l
HfRANE2=IfRANE*2
1 read in record file to [1IN< l
do ll=l,Nfl<Al1E2
re1d!l,eM=910l !!l<Y(I), I-=1,128)
do J=l,128
iread in each record
DIH<l(>=TkY(J)
!ut DIN< ) to recor,j v.1lue
K=K+l
en,j ,Jo
er,d do
continue
J=l
1skip header in DIN<>
N(IIH=385
NDOUT=l
ITOT=<IFRAl1E-7 l *l28
1there 1s a pointer record every 32 data recor,js
NASDIR=IFRANE/32
NDATALEHGTH=32*1<HCTX+2)+12l
132 fra ■ es of HCIX+l4 each between each pointer record
,jo k=l ,KASDIR
N/2+1 PAIRS DATA STORED NAG, PHAS, AFTER 12-WORD HEADER PER RECORD
do K2zl,NDATALENGTH
1t !J.GT.12.AND.J.L£.<NCTX+l4ll DOUTCHDOUTl=DIN!HDIHI
it <J.GT.12.AHD . J.LE.CNCTX+l4)l NDOUT=NDOUT+l
M[IIN=NDIH+l
J=J+l
1NODULO NCTX+l4
if CJ .GT. NCTX+l4l J=l
end ,jo

J=l
N[I I N=N[I IN +68
end do

lstart aodulo Jover a9a1n
likip directory record

IIOT~RANE=HDOUT / lNCTX+21
!START=!
IENl1=NCTX+2
do K=l, ITOTFRANE
wr 1 le< 2, * l l DOUT <l l, I= !START, IEHD l
1START=ISTART+NCTX+2
1ENU=IEN[l+NCTX+2
er,.1 do
lTOTFRANE= ,N UlN 1 CNCTX+l4ll-6

132

ISTART=38S
IEND=NCTX+l4+1STAiT
do K=l,IT0TFRANE
write<J,ltl <DIN<I>, I=ISTART,IENIJ>
ISTART=ISTART+NCTX+l4
IEND=IEND+NCTX+l4
er,d ,jo

900

continue
close<l>
close(2)
stop
end
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IHOUikl NANEIH 'WHAT IS THE HAHE OF THE INPUT DATA SPECTRAL FILE 7 '
IHOUIRE NANEOUT 'WHAT IS THE HANE OF THE OUTPUT SANPLED fILE 7 '
til anex/t1l deyl00,,3/opn
DEL WRTIN.OAT;•
S COPY •~ANEIN WkTIN.DAT
$ wrl ip33,2,3000,8000/til slOl/opn il/fft 1/fil 101/fil sl02/ssd
$

i

i

COPY EX102. 'NANEOUT
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C
C

PI0GkAN REC _SAM_T0_DAT. This pro9ra• takes a record data file
cre1ted troa an ILS saapled tile and converts it to an ASCII data tile.
d1aens1on
ch.uacterA16
1nte9erA4

110
111
11 2

•H O

C

TRY<l28l, DIN<S0000l, D0UT<S0000)
HANEI,NAKE0
IFRAKE

forMat <A>
foraat ( A,l l

for•at(l4)
wrileC6,lll) ' Enter
read<S,ll0>HAt1EI
wr1te 16,llll ' Enter
re .1 d(S,ll0 l NAl1E0
wr1te(6,lll> ' Enter
read<S, 11 2> !FRAME
wr1te<6,llll ' Enter
r e1d(S,11 2 >NCTX

the oriq1nal record file to be processed
the ASCII tile naae
the nuaber or record

fra ■ es

the traae length; CTX=

open ( un1t=l,na ■ e=NAKEI,status= ' OLD',for ■ = ' UNF0kl'IATTED ' ,readonlyl
open (un1t=2,naae=NAME0,statuss ' MEW',for ■ = · fORl1AttED ' l
K= l
NFRANE2=IFRAl1EA2
1 rud in record file to DIN< >
do Il=l,Hff<AME2
read<l,end =i!0l <TRYII >, I=l,128)
1 read
do J=l,128
in each record
DIMOO=TRYIJ>
!set DIN( ) to record val1Je
K= K+l
er, ,j ,Jo
end do
continue
J=l
1 skip header in DIN<)
NDIH=385
NCIOUT=l
!TOT= <IFRA11E-7lA128
nASDIR=IFRANE/8
'there is a pointer record every 8 data records
NDATALENGTH=8A<NCTXtl~l
19 fraaes of NCTX+l4 each between each pointer record
do lc.=l,l'IASDIR
H/2+1 PAIRS DATA STORED KAG, PHAS, AFTER 12-WORD HEADER PER RECORD
do K2= 1,HDATALENGTH
if <J.GT.121 DOUT<NDOUTl DIN<NDINl
1f I J.GT.12) NDOUTsHDOUT+l
NDIH=NDIN+l
J=Jtl
1f <J .GT. NCTX+l2l J=l
IN0DULO NCTX+l 2
end do
'start ■ odulo Jover aqain
Jzl
NDIN:aNDIN+20 1 skip directory record
end do
2

IT0TfRAKE=NDOUT/NCTX
I START= I
IEND=NCTX
do Ksl,ITOTFRANE
wri le 12, Id ( DOUT <I>, I= !START, IEND)
ISTART=lSTARTtNCTX
IEND=IEND+NCTX
end do
ITUTFRAM[=1HDIN / (NCTX+l4Jl - u
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c
c

c
c
c

c
c
'JOO

1START=38~
IEHD~NCTX+l4+ISTART
do K=l,ITOTFRAHE
write(3,,ld ([llN(Il, I=ISTART,IEHDl
ISTART=ISTART+HCTX+l4
[ENU=IEHD+NCTX+l4
end do
c:ont.1nue

close(ll
clo~e<2>
;top
er,d
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